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Summary
This dissertation discusses selected aspects of choice behavior under risk and ambiguity
in theory and laboratory experiments.
The first chapter briefly introduces the Ellsberg paradoxes and the economic literature on choice under ambiguity that has emerged in response to them. In particular,
the chapter shows how Ellsberg’s thought experiments challenge the subjective expected
utility hypothesis and the preference axioms underlying it. It then describes how alternative preference models can accommodate the Ellsberg paradoxes and more generally
ambiguity averse behavior.
Chapter 2 focusses on the smooth ambiguity model by Klibanoff, Marinacci, and
Mukerji (2005). The chapter first suggests a characterization of increases in risk aversion
within the smooth ambiguity model. It then shows that an increase in risk aversion is
qualitatively different from that under expected utility, due to the incomplete separation
between risk and ambiguity attitude. The chapter notably clarifies how ambiguity
perception and attitude depend on risk aversion. A portfolio choice problem illustrates
that comparative statics results on risk aversion in the smooth ambiguity model can
differ from those obtained under the standard expected utility framework.
In chapter 3, I present a method to systematically test independence axioms and
compare decisions under risk and under ambiguity in laboratory experiments. Using an Anscombe-Aumann setting, I show that acts and mixture operations between
acts can be represented in an intuitive and straightforward way using Ellsberg urns.
Consequently, decision makers’ choices between bets on Ellsberg urns directly reveal
preferences over Anscombe-Aumann acts and possibly violations of independence. Importantly, the same urns can be used to observe choices under risk and under ambiguity:
Under risk, the composition of the urns is revealed to the decision maker, while under
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ambiguity it is not. The design is thus suited to compare violations of independence
under risk to violations of independence under ambiguity.
In chapter 4, I apply the method developed in chapter 3 to an incentivized laboratory
experiment. The experiment is designed to compare Allais-type violations of independence under risk and under ambiguity. I find systematic violation of independence due
to Allais-type common ratio effects under ambiguity but not under risk. At the same
time, I do not observe strong evidence for systematic violations of independence due
to Allais-type common consequence effects either under risk or under ambiguity. The
results suggest that ambiguity models which are compatible with common ratio effects
have a descriptive advantage over models which are not. Moreover, the results indicate
that systematic violations of independence - and hence deviation from expected utility
- are more prominent under ambiguity than under risk.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Promotionsarbeit behandelt Aspekte des menschlichen Entscheidungsverhaltens bei Unsicherheit in einem theoretischen wie auch in einem experimentellen
Kontext.
Das erste Kapitel führt in Ellsbergs Paradoxa und die wirtschaftswissenschaftliche
Literatur zum Entscheidungsverhalten bei Unsicherheit, die sich aus den Paradoxa
heraus entwickelt hat, ein. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit wird dabei dem Widerspruch
zwischen intuitiv nachvollziehbarem Verhalten in Ellsbergs Gedankenexperimenten und
den der subjektiven Erwartungsnutzentheorie zu Grunde liegenden Axiomen zuteil.
Darüber hinaus wird beschrieben, durch welche Abweichungen von der klassischen Erwartungsnutzentheorie moderne Entscheidungsmodelle Ellsbergs Paradoxa und im weiteren Sinne ambiguitätsaverses Verhalten erklären können.
Im zweiten Kapitel liegt das Hauptaugenmerk auf dem 2005 von Klibanoff, Marinacci und Mukerji vorgestellten Entscheidungsmodell. Zunächst wird dargestellt, wie
ein Anstieg der Risikoaversion in diesem Modell beschrieben werden kann. Darauf
aufbauend zeigt das Kapitel, dass sich solch ein Anstieg qualitativ von einem Anstieg
der Risikoaversion im Erwartungsnutzenmodell unterscheiden kann. Dies ist mit dem
Zusammenhang zwischen Risiko- und Ambiguitätsaversion, welcher ebenfalls erläutert
wird, zu erklären. Ein Entscheidungsproblem zur optimalen Portfoliowahl veranschaulicht abschliessend, wie ein Anstieg der Risikoaversion im Modell von Klibanoff, Marinacci und Mukerji zu einem höheren Anteil an risikoreichen Anlagen führen kann - ein
Ergebnis, das im Erwartungsnutzenmodell nicht möglich ist.
Kapitel 3 stellt eine experimentelle Methode vor, mit der sowohl Unabhängigkeitsaxiome getestet, als auch Entscheidungen bei Risiko und bei Ambiguität verglichen
werden können. Das Kapitel zeigt, wie von Anscombe und Aumann (1963) definierte
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Alternativen und deren Kombinationen mit Hilfe von Ellsbergurnen dargestellt werden können. Folglich lassen Entscheidungen zwischen Ellsbergurnen, die im Labor
beobachtet werden können, unmittelbare Rückschlüsse auf Präferenzen zwischen den
von Anscombe und Aumann definierten Alternativen zu.

Aus den so offenbarten

Präferenzen zwischen Alternativen lassen sich dann gegebenenfalls Verletzungen der
Unabhängigkeitsaxiome erkennen. Wichtig dabei ist, dass dieselben Urnen verwendet
werden können, um sowohl risikoreiche als auch ambiguitätsreiche Wahlmöglichkeiten
darzustellen: Bei Risiko wird die Zusammensetzung der Urne enthüllt, bei Ambiguität hingegen nicht. Dies ermöglicht es, Entscheidungen bei Risiko und bei Ambiguität
direkt miteinander zu vergleichen.
Das abschliessende vierte Kapitel wendet die Methode, die in Kapitel 3 vorgestellt
wurde, in einem Laborexperiment mit monetären Anreizen an. Ziel des Experiments ist
es, Verletzungen des Unabhängigkeitsaxioms, wie sie in Allais (1953) Gedankenexperimenten vorkommen, in Entscheidungen bei Risiko und bei Ambiguität zu vergleichen.
Die beobachteten Entscheidungen weisen darauf hin, dass Unabhängigkeit bei Ambiguität systematisch verletzt wird, wenn die Verletzungen auf einen sogenannten Allais
common ratio effect zurückgeführt werden können. Bei Risiko ist dies nicht der Fall. Zugleich gibt es sowohl bei Risiko als auch bei Ambiguität nur schwache Anzeichen dafür,
dass Unabhängigkeit auf Grund eines sogenannten Allais common consequence effect
systematisch verletzt wird. Diese Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass Entscheidungsmodelle,
die bei Ambiguität mit common ratio effects vereinbar sind, Präferenzen akkurater
beschreiben als Modelle, für welche dies nicht zutrifft. Zudem weisen die Ergebnisse
darauf hin, dass systematische Verletzungen des Unabhängigkeitsaxioms - und damit
der Erwartungsnutzentheorie - bei Ambiguität eine grössere Rolle spielen als bei Risiko.
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General Introduction
Modeling preferences over both risky and uncertain alternatives is one of the core topics
in microeconomic theory. The distinction between risk on the one hand and uncertainty
or ambiguity on the other hand is most commonly attributed to Knight (1921). Risk
refers to situations in which we all know and agree on the precise probabilities of
possible outcomes. It is common practice to say that probabilities are objective under
risk. Risky situations usually arise in games of chance, such as spinning a roulette
wheel or throwing dice. Uncertainty, on the other hand, refers to situations in which
we do not know and might disagree on the precise probabilities of possible events. We
say that under uncertainty, probabilities are subjective. Most real life situations are
uncertain.
In 1944, von Neumann and Morgenstern (vNM) introduced a set of basic preference
axioms which arguably reflected rational behavior under risk. These axioms justified
the expected utility (EU) choice criterion: Decision makers (DMs) maximize expected
utility using objective probabilities over outcomes. Under uncertainty, the counterpart
to the EU criterion is subjective expected utility (SEU). Under SEU, DMs act as if
they maximized expected utility using some subjective probability distribution. In 1954,
Savage provided a framework and preference axioms from which the SEU criterion could
be derived. The preference axioms again arguably reflected rational behavior. In 1963,
1
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Anscombe and Aumann (AA) provided an alternative framework and set of axioms to
justify SEU. In Savage’s framework, all probabilities are subjective and can be derived
- along with a utility function - from the preference axioms. In contrast, Anscombe and
Aumann distinguish between objective and subjective probabilities, which they refer to
as known and unknown chances. They famously associate the former with a spin of a
well-made roulette wheel, i.e. a roulette lottery, and the latter with a horse race, i.e. a
horse lottery. In AA’s framework, preferences over roulette lotteries can be represented
by a vNM utility function without inferring DMs’ subjective probabilities.
The models by vNM, Savage and AA are considered the standard models for choice
under risk and uncertainty. All three models are appealing from a normative point
of view, if we believe that their preference axioms reflect reasonable and individually
desirable behavior. Yet, thought experiments and observations of actual choice behavior
have shown that for all three models, DMs systematically and repeatedly violate one or
several of the underlying axioms. These systematic deviations from EU and SEU show
that the descriptive and, to a lesser extent, also the normative accuracy of the models
are limited.
The most famous and best documented deviations from EU and SEU are known as
the Allais (1953) paradoxes and the Ellsberg (1961) paradoxes. The Allais paradoxes
reveal that under risk as well as under uncertainty, adding or changing common consequences can lead to preference reversals not permissible under EU or SEU. The Ellsberg
paradoxes, in contrast, show that most people prefer known to unknown chances. This
preference for known odds, commonly referred to as ambiguity aversion, is incompatible
with a well-defined subjective probability measure over outcomes or events.
Following the Allais and Ellsberg paradoxes, economists started to suggest alternative models to EU and SEU that rationalize observed behaviors. Models being
consistent with the Allais paradoxes most prominently include Quiggin’s (1982) rank-
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dependent utility and Tversky and Kahneman’s (1992) cumulative prospect theory for
choice under risk, as well as Schmeidler’s (1989) Choquet expected utility (CEU) for
choice under uncertainty. CEU is also compatible with the Ellsberg paradoxes. Other
models that rationalize Ellsberg-type behavior include Bewley preferences (Bewley,
20021 ), Segal’s (1987) recursive model and Gilboa and Schmeidler’s (1989) maxmin
expected utility. Starting in the 2000s, interest in ambiguity averse (and loving) behavior surged and an astonishing number of new preference models explaining non-neutral
behavior towards ambiguity were published.
Despite the large body of theoretical literature on choice under ambiguity, our understanding of behavior in situations involving unknown probabilities is still limited.
Laboratory experiments and field studies have repeatedly confirmed that most people
are non-neutral with regard to ambiguity. Yet, how people perceive and process ambiguity is a largely open question. If nothing else, this is also reflected in the variety of
modeling approaches.
With the present dissertation, I hope to contribute to a better understanding of
behavior under ambiguity and how it can be modeled. For this purpose, the four chapters of this dissertation not only address theoretical issues arising from the literature
on choice under uncertainty but also provide experimental insights to choice behavior
in the presence of ambiguity.
The first chapter briefly introduces the Ellsberg paradoxes and modeling approaches
in the economic literature on choice under ambiguity. The second chapter addresses the
incomplete separation between risk and ambiguity attitude in the smooth ambiguity
model by Klibanoff, Marinacci, and Mukerji (2005). In particular, I show that an
increase in risk aversion has different implications in the smooth ambiguity model than
1 Bewley

introduced his preference model in 1986. The article, however, was only published in 2002.
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under expected utility. Chapters 3 and 4 look at behavior under risk and ambiguity
from an experimental point of view. In chapter 3, I present a method to systematically
test independence axioms and compare decisions under risk and under ambiguity in
laboratory experiments. In chapter 4, I apply this method to an experimental study
that compares Allais-type violations of independence under risk and under ambiguity.

Chapter 1
A Brief Introduction to Ambiguity
Aversion in the Economic Literature
1.1

Introduction

In 1961, Ellsberg published an article entitled “Risk, Ambiguity, and the Savage Axioms”. Today, the paper is one of the most frequently cited articles in the ambiguity
literature. Ellsberg’s success is largely due to two thought experiments described in the
paper which became known as the Ellsberg paradoxes and were confirmed in numerous
experimental studies.
The paradoxes challenged the subjective expected utility (SEU) hypothesis and in
particular the existence of probabilistic beliefs. Consequently, they triggered a heated
discussion regarding the descriptive and normative validity of Savage’s (1954) and
Anscombe and Aumann’s (AA) (1963) preference axioms underlying SEU. Nonetheless,
it took more than two decades for alternative preference models to appear. Today, there
are more than a dozen different models that can accommodate the Ellsberg paradoxes
5
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and more generally ambiguity averse behavior. Most of these models are directly based
on modifications of Savage’s or AA’s preference axioms, in particular the Sure-Thing
Principle (STP) and the independence axiom.
This chapter briefly introduces the economic literature on ambiguity aversion and
ambiguity models that has emerged following Ellsberg’s paradoxes. Extensive recent
reviews of ambiguity attitude in theory and experiments can be found for example
in Etner, Jeleva, and Tallon (2012), Machina and Siniscalchi (2014), and Gilboa and
Marinacci (2016). The chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.2 describes Ellsberg’s
two-color and three-color paradoxes. Subsequently, section 1.3 explains how the paradoxes are interpreted both in a Savage and in an Anscombe-Aumann framework. The
section also shows why the paradoxes challenge the SEU hypothesis and in particular the STP and the AA independence axiom. Lastly, section 1.3 presents different
approaches to model preferences compatible with the paradoxes and ambiguity averse
behavior in general.

1.2

Ellsberg’s paradoxes

1.2.1

The two-color paradox

In Ellsberg’s two-color paradox, the decision maker (DM) faces two urns, I and II.
Urn I contains 100 balls that could be either red or black in unknown proportions. Urn
II contains exactly 50 red balls and 50 black balls. One ball will be drawn from either
urn. The DM can make a bet on the color of the ball drawn. If she bets for example
on a red ball from urn I, she will win $100 if the ball drawn from urn I is red, and $0 if
it is black. The DM is asked to indicate her preferences between bets in the following
four choice situations:

Chapter 1
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1. Bet on a red ball from urn I or on a black ball from urn I.
2. Bet on a red ball from urn II or on a black ball from urn II.
3. Bet on a red ball from urn I or on a red ball from urn II.
4. Bet on a black ball from urn I or on a black ball from urn II.
According to Ellsberg, “the typical response” (p. 651) in these hypothetical questions
is indifference between the two bets in choice situations 1 and 2. Moreover, Ellsberg
expected that a majority of people would prefer a bet on a red ball from urn II to a
bet on a red ball from urn I and, at the same time, prefer a bet on a black ball from
urn II to a bet on a black ball from urn I. In subsequent experimental studies, this
was indeed the most frequently observed choice pattern.

1.2.2

The three-color paradox

In the three-color paradox, the DM faces a single urn which contains 30 red balls and
60 black or yellow balls in unknown proportions. One ball will be drawn from the urn
and the DM can make a bet on the color of the ball. She wins $100 if the ball that is
drawn has the color she bet on and $0 else. The DM is asked to indicate her preferences
between bets in the following two choice situations:
1. Bet on a red ball or bet on a black ball.
2. Bet on a red or yellow ball or bet on a black or yellow ball.
Ellsberg expected that most people would prefer the bet on red in the fist choice situation but the bet on black or yellow in the second choice situation. As for the two-color
paradox, Ellsberg’s intuition was confirmed in several experimental studies.

8
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1.3

Interpretation of the paradoxes

The choice patterns predicted by Ellsberg and confirmed in experiments violate the SEU
hypothesis. Both paradoxes contradict the STP if we interpret the urn experiments in
Savage’s framework. If we interpret them in AA’s framework, the paradoxes directly
contradict the independence axiom.

1.3.1

Savage’s framework

In Savage’s framework, choice alternatives (acts) are defined as mappings from a state
space S into an outcome space X. Outcomes are deterministic. If the state of the world
is known, all uncertainty is resolved. In Ellsberg’s paradoxes, states of the world are
determined by the color of the ball drawn. In the two-color paradox, we can distinguish
four states: the ball from either urn I or urn II is red, the ball from urn I is red and the
ball from urn II is black, the ball from urn I is black and the ball from urn II is red,
and lastly, the ball from either urn I or urn II is black. In the three-color paradox, the
states are simply red, black and yellow. In both paradoxes, there are only two possible
outcomes, $100 and $0.
Under SEU, subjects behave as if they had a well-defined subjective probability
measure over states of the world. The choice patterns in the paradoxes are not compatible with such a probability measure. In the three-color paradox, for instance, the
preference for a bet on red over a bet on black reveals the belief that the probability
to draw a black ball is smaller than the probability to draw a red ball. At the same
time, the preference for a bet on black or yellow over a bet on red or yellow reveals the
belief that the probability to draw a black ball is larger than the probability to draw
a red ball. This clearly contradicts the existence of a well-defined probability measure.
A similar argument can be applied to the two-color paradox.
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Moreover, the typical choice patterns in both paradoxes directly violate the STP.
The STP - Savage’s axiom P2 - states that the preference between two Savage acts
should depend only on the acts’ outcomes in states where they differ. In the three-color
paradox, the DM effectively chooses between a Savage act yielding $100 in state red
and $0 in states black and yellow and another Savage acts yielding $100 in state black
and $0 in states red and yellow. According to the STP, the preference between both
acts should remain unchanged if the common payoff in state yellow is increased to $100.
The frequently observed preference reversal thus contradicts the STP. In the two-color
experiment a similar argument holds.1

1.3.2

Anscombe-Aumann’s framework

In AA’s framework, acts are defined as mappings from S into the set of simple lotteries
over outcomes in X. Using AA’s setting, Ellsberg’s thought experiments can be interpreted as follows: Each possible composition of an urn corresponds to a state of the
world. Probabilities over compositions are subjective. Given each composition, betting
on the color of a ball from an urn corresponds to a lottery over outcomes with objective
probabilities.
In the three-color paradox, there are 61 possible compositions of the urn (30 red
balls, 0 black balls and 60 yellow balls; 30 red balls, 1 black ball and 59 yellow balls;
etc.). Hence S = {0, ..., 60}. Let sn denote the state that corresponds to the composition with exactly n black balls. The bet on black is then equivalent to the AA
act that yields the lottery $100 with probability

n
90

n
and $0 with probability 1 − 90
in

state sn for all n ∈ {0, 60}. To sum things up, we can write this AA act as fol1
60
0
lows: (100, 90
; 100, 90
; ...; 100, 90
). Similarly, the bet on red or yellow corresponds to
1 See

Gilboa (2009, pp. 134-135) for an illustration.
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90
30
the AA act (100, 90
; 100, 89
90 ; ...; 100, 90 ). The bet on red corresponds to the AA act

(100, 13 ; 100, 31 ; ...; 100, 13 ). Lastly, the bet on black or yellow corresponds to the AA
act (100, 23 ; 100, 32 ; ...; 100, 23 ). Alternatives in the two-color paradox can be expressed
similarly.

As before, it is easy to see that the paradoxes violate the SEU hypothesis. In AA’s
setting, the preference for a bet on red over a bet on black reveals the belief that states
with few black balls are more likely to occur (and that it is thus less likely to draw a
black than a red ball). At the same time, the preference for a bet on black and yellow
over a bet on red and yellow reveals the belief that states with many black balls are
more likely to occur.2 A similar argument holds for the two-color paradox.

In AA’s framework, the typical choice patterns in the Ellsberg paradoxes are incompatible with the independence axiom. The axiom essentially states that a DM who
prefers an AA act f to an AA act g must also prefer any mixture of f with an AA
act h to the same mixture of g with h. Formally, for any three AA acts, f , g, and h,
and all α ∈ [0, 1], f  g ⇔ αf + (1 − α)h  αg + (1 − α)h, where  denotes a preference
relation and + a mixture operation performed statewise. In the three-color paradox,
0
1
AA independence implies that (100, 13 ; 100, 13 ; ...; 100, 31 )  (100, 90
; 100, 90
; ...; 100, 60
90 ) if
90
89
2
2
2
and only if (100, 90
; 100, 90
; ...; 100, 30
90 )  (100, 3 ; 100, 3 ; ...; 100, 3 ).

2 Suppose

the urn contained one red ball and two balls that could be either black or yellow. The
preference for red over black would then reveal the belief that the urn contained more likely zero black
balls than two black balls. The preference for black or yellow over red or yellow would reveal an
opposing belief.
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Proof:
1
1
1
0
1
60
(100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )
3
3
3
90
90
90
IA

⇐
⇒
1
1
1
1
1
60
59
0
1
0
1
60
1
60
59
0
(100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )
2
3
3
3
2
90
90
90
2
90
90
90
2
90
90
90
⇔
1
1
1
1
1
60
59
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
(100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )
2
3
3
3
2
90
90
90
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
IA

⇐
⇒
(100,

59
0
1
1
1
60
; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )
90
90
90
3
3
3
IA

⇐
⇒
1
60
59
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
(100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, 1; 100, 1; ...; 100, 1)  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, 1; 100, 1; ...; 100, 1)
2
90
90
90
2
2
3
3
3
2
⇔
90
89
30
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
(100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ) + (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, )
2
90
90
90
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
IA

⇐
⇒
(100,

90
89
30
2
2
2
; 100, ; ...; 100, )  (100, ; 100, ; ...; 100, ).
90
90
90
3
3
3



The same approach can be taken to show that the most frequently observed choice
pattern in the two-color paradox contradicts the independence axiom.

1.4

Ambiguity models

In order to accommodate the Ellsberg paradoxes, we must modify the preference axioms
underlying SEU. Retaining the assumption that preferences are complete, in Savage’s
framework, we notably have to relax the STP. In AA’s framework, the independence
axiom must give. As most ambiguity models are based on an AA framework rather than
a Savage framework, relaxing the AA independence axiom is the most common way to
allow for Ellsberg-type violations of SEU. Two of the earliest and best-know ambiguity
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models that take this approach are Schmeidler’s (1989) Choquet expected utility (CEU)
and Gilboa and Schmeidler’s (1989) maxmin expected utility (MEU). (Both models
were subsequently also axiomatized in a Savage framework, relaxing among other things
the STP.)
In Schmeidler’s (1989) CEU model, AA independence is relaxed to hold only for
comonotonic acts. Two AA acts, f and g, are comonotonic if for any two states of the
world, s and t, a DM who prefers the lottery that f yields in state s to the lottery that
f yields in state t also prefers the lottery that g yields in state s to the lottery that g
yields in state t. The options in the Ellsberg paradoxes are not comonotonic. In the
three-color paradox, for instance, the bet on black yields the best lottery (in the sense
of first-order stochastic dominance) in the state where the urn contains 30 red balls, 60
black balls and 0 yellow balls. The bet on red and yellow, on the other hand, yields the
best lottery if the composition of the urn is 30 red balls, 0 black balls and 60 yellow
balls. Consequently, choices in the Ellsberg paradoxes are not contradicted by Schmeidler’s weaker independence axiom. Based on the work by Schmeidler, Gilboa (1987)
provides an alternative axiomatization of CEU using a Savage framework. Among other
modifications to Savage’s axioms, he replaces the STP by a weaker axiom restricted to
comonotonic Savage acts and thus compatible with the Ellsberg paradoxes.3
Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) suggest another weakening of the AA independence
axiom. In their MEU model, the authors replace independence by two axioms called certainty independence and uncertainty aversion. The latter had already been introduced
by Schmeidler (1989) but was not part of the the axiomatization of CEU. Certainty
independence requires that the preference relation between two acts is unaffected when
both acts are mixed with a constant act, i.e. an act that yields the same lottery in
3 Nakamura

(1990) and Sarin and Wakker (1999) also provide axiomatizations of CEU using a
Savage framework.
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all states of the world. The preference relation can, however, change when the acts
are mixed with a non-constant act as in the Ellsberg paradoxes. Uncertainty aversion
states that a DM who is indifferent between two AA acts, f and g, (weakly) prefers
a mixture of f and g to either f or g. Casadesus-Masanell, Klibanoff, and Ozdenoren
(2000) provide an alternative axiomatization of MEU using a Savage-style framework
and axioms similar in spirit to certainty independence and uncertainty aversion.4
All three axioms, comonotonic independence, certainty independence and uncertainty aversion, confirm with the idea that ‘hedging effects’ can have an impact on
DMs’ preferences. Roughly speaking, hedging effects occur if mixing two acts reduces or eliminates ambiguity. As an example, in the three-color paradox, the act
0
1
60
(100, 90
; 100, 90
; ...; 100, 90
), that corresponds to a bet on blue, can be used as a hedge
59
0
against the the act (100, 60
90 ; 100, 90 ; ...; 100, 90 ), that corresponds to a bet on yellow.

Both acts are ambiguous in the sense that they yield different lotteries depending on the
0
1
60
59
0
composition of the urn. The act 12 (100, 90
; 100, 90
; ...; 100, 90
)+ 12 (100, 60
90 ; 100, 90 ; ...; 100, 90 ),

however, yields the lottery $100 with probability

1
3

in all states. When mixing acts with

a constant act or when all acts are comonotonic, such hedging effects cannot occur.
While comonotonic independence and certainty independence merely imply that a DM
does not have to be neutral towards hedging effects, uncertainty aversion goes one step
further. It imposes that DMs actually have a (weak) preference for mixing and thus
hedging effects. With this, Schmeidler’s (1989) uncertainty aversion axiom “represents
the first attempt to formalize the notion that individuals dislike ambiguity” (Machina
and Siniscalchi (2014, p. 782)).
Most ambiguity models rely on similar restrictions on independence as described
above. A notable exception is Bewley’s (2002) preference model. Instead of relaxing
4 Ghirardato

et al. (2003) and Alon and Schmeidler (2014) also derive a MEU representation using
a Savage framework.
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AA independence, Bewley restricts the completeness assumption to hold only for unambiguous acts. Preferences over ambiguous acts can be incomplete. Thus, in the
Ellsberg examples, a DM would simple not be able to compare the alternatives given
to her.
Another approach to model ambiguity attitude is to assume that DMs have different risk preferences depending on whether probabilities are objective or subjective.
The typical ambiguity averse choices in the Ellsberg paradoxes can then be explained
by risk aversion being stronger when probabilities are subjective than when they are
objective. This approach has notably been taken by Klibanoff, Marinacci, and Mukerji
(2005). Their smooth ambiguity model will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.

Chapter 2
Comparative Risk Aversion in the
Presence of Ambiguity
(A shorter version of this chapter was published in 2016:
Guetlein, Marie-Charlotte. 2016. ”Comparative Risk Aversion in the Presence of Ambiguity.” American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 8(3): 51-63.)

2.1

Introduction

In the wake of Daniel Ellsberg’s famous paradoxes (1961), a large body of literature on
ambiguity and ambiguity attitude has emerged. Yet, comparative risk aversion in the
presence of ambiguity has not been addressed in most of that literature. Conversely,
when risk aversion is the subject of interest, ambiguity and ambiguity attitude are
generally not taken into account. This chapter therefore suggests a characterization
of increases in risk aversion within the smooth ambiguity model by Klibanoff, Marinacci, and Mukerji (2005) (henceforward KMM). Applying the methodology by Yaari
15
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(1969) to study comparative risk aversion, I show that an increase in risk aversion is
equivalent to an increase in aversion toward risk generated from lotteries, while keeping
attitude toward purely ambiguous acts constant. Importantly, comparative statics of
risk aversion can lead to different results in the smooth ambiguity than under expected
utility.
In the existing literature, KMM’s model has been used repeatedly to study comparative statics of ambiguity attitude. Examples of which include section 6 in KMM on
portfolio choice, Snow (2011) and Alary, Gollier, Treich (2013) on self-insurance and
self-protection, Gollier (2014) on optimal insurance design, Gollier (2011) on portfolio
choice, and Treich (2010) on the value of a statistical life. Yet, none of these papers
addresses comparative risk aversion. Hayashi and Miao (2011) aim at characterizing
risk attitude within recursive extensions of KMM’s smooth ambiguity model and the
two-stage ambiguity model by Seo (2009). However, they do so by focussing on unambiguous acts and thus conclude that risk aversion is characterized by the shape of u
in the “usual” or “standard” way (p. 437 and p. 443).1 Potential implications for the
evaluation of ambiguous acts are not considered.
In contrast, this chapter focusses on the impact of changes in risk aversion on the
evaluation of ambiguous acts. Following KMM, preferences are represented by a preference functional V : F → R, where
"



h

#
i

V (f ) = Eµ Φ Eπ u(f )

.

(2.1)

Eπ and Eµ are expectation operators. π is a probability measure on the state space and
µ the subjective prior over the set of all probability measures ∆. The von NeumannMorgenstern (vNM) utility function u characterizes attitude toward risk over lottery
1 In

the absence of ambiguity, both models reduce to the recursive expected utility model of Kreps
and Porteus (1978) and Epstein and Zin (1989).
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acts while the function Φ characterizes ambiguity attitude. Equation (1) is equivalent
to
"

−1

V (f ) = Eµ v u



h

!#
i

Eπ u(f )

(2.2)

,

where v is a vNM function characterizing attitude toward uncertainty over second-order
acts. The equivalence between (2.1) and (2.2) holds when Φ = v(u−1 ).
KMM show that an increase in ambiguity aversion is equivalent to a concave transformation of Φ, while keeping u constant. Importantly, agents can be compared in
terms of ambiguity aversion, only if they share the same beliefs and utility index u.
Consequently, an increase in ambiguity aversion (a more concave Φ) is de facto an increase in aversion toward uncertainty over second-order acts, represented by a concave
transformation of v. To achieve their result, they adapt the methodology by Yaari
(1969) for the study of comparative risk aversion. First, they define a partial order
“at least as ambiguous as” over acts. This is done by comparing ambiguous acts to
lottery acts, which are by definition unambiguous. Subsequently, KMM define a notion
of comparative ambiguity aversion under which an agent prefers the ambiguous act over
the unambiguous lottery act whenever a more ambiguity averse agent does so. This
definition of comparative ambiguity attitude implies identical preferences over purely
risky lottery acts.
While KMM focus on the characterization of ambiguity attitude, this chapter shows
that an increase in risk aversion is equivalent to an increasing and concave transformation of u, while keeping v constant. Hence, a preference relation A represented
by
"



h

i 

VA (f ) = Eµ v u−1 h−1 (Eπ h(u(f )) )

!#

,

(2.3)

is more risk averse than the preference relation represented in (2.2) if and only if the
function h is increasing and concave. The result is achieved by mirroring KMM’s
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approach: I first identify a set of subjectively risk-free acts and specify a partial order
“at least as risky as” by comparing acts to subjectively risk-free acts. I then define a
notion of comparative risk aversion under which an agent prefers the risky act over the
subjectively risk-free but possibly ambiguous act whenever a more risk-averse agent does
so. From the representation of preferences in (2.3), it is immediate that an increase in
risk aversion, i.e. a shift from u to h(u), has an additional effect on ambiguity aversion
as v(u−1 ) shifts to v(u−1 (h−1 )). This is due to the incomplete separation between risk
and ambiguity attitudes. In KMM, ambiguity attitude is closely related to aversion
toward uncertainty over ex ante expected utility values. Yet, expected utility values
are inherently dependent on risk aversion.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 introduces notation and reviews
KMM’s framework. Section 2.3 briefly explains how increases in ambiguity aversion are
characterized in KMM, and draws a parallel to increases in aversion toward uncertainty
generated from second-order acts. Section 2.4 defines a set of subjectively risk-free
acts and introduces a notion of comparative risk aversion. It clarifies how ambiguity
perception and attitude depend on risk attitude. While KMM discuss changes in v
keeping u constant, section 2.4 focuses on changes in u keeping v constant. Section
2.5 discusses a third option - simultaneous changes in both utility indices u and v.
Before section 2.7 concludes, section 2.6 considers a portfolio choice problem showing
that comparative statics of risk aversion can lead to different results in the smooth
ambiguity model than in the standard expected utility framework.

2.2

KMM’s framework

The setup and notation are the same as in KMM. S is the state space and C the
set of consequences. F represents the set of acts, i.e. the set of functions f : S → C.
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Preferences over acts are denoted by . L is the set of lottery acts with objectively
known probabilities. Lotteries are unambiguous. π is a probability measure on states
and ∆ the set of all such probabilities. F denotes the set of second-order acts, i.e.
the set of functions f : ∆ → C. Preferences over second-order acts are denoted by
2 . Agents consider countably many probability measures over S with a subjective
“second-order probability”, denoted by µ. The set Π ⊆ ∆ denotes the support of µ.
Π can be understood as the set of probability measures which the DM believes to be
relevant. As in KMM, Π denotes a preferences relation over acts when the support of
the second-order probability, µ, is Π. The belief associated with Π is denoted by µΠ .
Preferences over lotteries have an expected utility representation with utility index
u, while preferences over second-order acts have a subjective expected utility representation with utility index v.
Assumption 1 Expected utility on lotteries (KMM): There exists a unique u :
C → R, continuous, strictly increasing, and normalized so that u(0) = 0 and u(1) = 1
such that, for all f, g ∈ L, f  g if and only if

R

(0,1] u(f (r))dr

≥

R

(0,1] u(g(r))dr.

Assumption 2 Subjective expected utility on second-order acts (KMM):
There exists a countably additive probability µ and a continuous, strictly increasing
v : C → R, such that, for all f, g ∈ F, f 2 g if and only if

R

∆ v(f(π))dµ

≥

R

∆ v(g(π))dµ.

Moreover, µ is unique and v is unique up to positive affine transformations.
Both preference orders are connected by a consistency requirement between acts in F
and their associated second-order acts. A second-order act associated to f ∈ F , denoted
by f 2 , is an act that for every probability measure π yields the certainty equivalent of
f , denoted by cf (π). It is defined by
f 2 (π) = cf (π) = u−1 (Eπ [u(f )]) for all π ∈ Π.
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Consistency requires that agents rank acts and their associated second-order acts in the
same way.

Assumption 3 Consistency with preferences over associated second-order
acts (KMM): Given f, g ∈ F and associated second-order acts f 2 , g 2 ∈ F,
f  g ⇔ f 2 2 g 2 .
i.e. given f, g ∈ F and associated second-order acts f 2 , g 2 ∈ F,
f  g ⇔ f 2 2 g 2 .
Based on these core assumptions, KMM derive their main theorem, stating that preferences over acts in F are represented by the preference functional
"

−1

V (f ) = Eµ v u

2.3
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Eπ u(f )

.

Comparative ambiguity attitude

To derive a notion of comparative ambiguity aversion, KMM use the fact that lottery
acts are unambiguous and define a partial order that ranks acts in F in terms of
ambiguity. This is essentially the approach outlined by Yaari (1969) for risk aversion.
Definition 1 At least as ambiguous as: Fix a pair of acts, f, l ∈ F . The act f is
at least as ambiguous as l, if l ∈ L.
Definition 2 At least as ambiguity averse as (KMM): Let A and B be two DMs
whose families of preferences share the same probability measures µπ for each support
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Π.2 We say that A is at least as ambiguity averse as B if
B
f A
Π l ⇒ f Π l

for every f ∈ F , every l ∈ L, and every support Π ⊆ ∆.
This definition of comparative ambiguity attitude implies identical preferences over
purely risky lottery acts. (Since the set of lotteries is a subset of F , agents A and B
must rank lotteries the same way.) Subsequently, theorem 2 in KMM states that for
two DMs, A and B, whose families of preferences share the same probability µΠ for
each support Π, A is more ambiguity averse than B if and only if they share the same
(normalized) vNM function u and
ΦA = h(ΦB )
for some strictly increasing and concave function h.
An increase in ambiguity aversion in KMM is de facto an increase in aversion toward
uncertainty generated from second-order acts, keeping attitude toward risk generated
from lotteries constant. In other terms, increasing the concavity of Φ = v(u−1 ), while
keeping u constant, is equivalent to increasing the concavity of v. Consequently, for
comparative ambiguity attitude, there is no difference whether we look at Φ or v. For
absolute ambiguity attitude, this is not true. In KMM’s setup, an agent is ambiguity
averse if she is more averse toward uncertainty from second-order acts than toward risk
generated from lotteries. She is ambiguity loving if the reverse is true and ambiguity
neutral if her aversion toward both kinds of uncertainty is the same. Consequently, if
2 To

characterize DMs, KMM use a family {Π , 2Π }Π⊆∆ of pairs of preference relations. Π refers
to preferences over acts and 2Π to preferences over second-order acts when the support of µ is Π. To
each support Π, i.e. to each set of probabilities that the DM considers to be relevant, corresponds
one such pair of preferences. Assumption 4 in KMM imposes that risk preferences over lotteries and
second-order acts do not change with Π. For an explanation as to why the pair of preferences {, 2 }
is not sufficient to characterize a DM, see pp. 1860-1861 in KMM.
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the agent is ambiguity neutral in the sense of KMM, v(u−1 ) is linear and the model
reduces to SEU. The agent is then risk neutral with respect to ex ante expected utilities
Eπ [u(f )]. An agent with linear function v, on the other hand, is risk-neutral with respect
to certainty equivalents as she maximizes the expectation of u−1 (Eπ [u(f )]). Depending
on u, she could be ambiguity loving, ambiguity averse or ambiguity neutral.

2.4

Comparative risk attitude

It is not immediately apparent how to implement an approach parallel to that of KMM
in order to define comparative risk aversion, as no obvious set of objectively risk-free
but ambiguous acts exists. The only set of obviously risk-free acts is the set of constant
acts that yield a single deterministic consequence in all cases. Unfortunately, comparing
acts in F to constant acts does not allow us to distinguish between risk and ambiguity
aversion. I therefore define a set of acts that are subjectively risk-free but not constant
for at least some sets Π of probability measures that the agent considers to be relevant.
Subjectively risk-free means that, given any probability measure π ∈ Π, the act yields
the same consequence for all states that may occur with positive probability under that
probability measure π. In order to agree on the set of subjectively risk-free acts, DMs
must agree on the set of relevant probability measures Π.
Definition 3 Subjectively risk-free: For any set Π of probability measures, an act
fΠ is called subjectively risk-free if, for each probability measure π ∈ Π, it yields the
same consequence for all states that may occur with probability P (S = s) > 0 under that
π. The set of all such acts is denoted by FΠ .
If Π contains at least one probability measure with disjoint support from all other
elements in Π, then there exist subjectively risk-free acts that are non-degenerate.
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Figure 2.1: The agent considers two probability measures, Π = {π1 , π2 }, with disjoint
support. The act f that yields c1 whenever the ball drawn from the urn is plain or
striped, and c2 whenever the ball is checked, is subjectively risk-free given Π.
Figure 2.1 illustrates such an act in the case where Π contains two probability measures
with disjoint support. Similar to second-order acts, outcomes vary across but not within
probability measures.
Lemma 1 For all non-degenerate acts f ∈ F , there exists at least one Π ⊆ ∆ such that,
given Π, f is subjectively risk-free and non-degenerate.
The proof is in the appendix. Lemma 1 implies that it is always possible to think of
a decision maker who considers only probability measures with disjoint support as in
figure 2.1. Note that an act fΠ and its associated second-order act fΠ2 induce the same
distribution over outcomes.
fΠ2 (π) = cfΠ (π) = fΠ (π) for all π ∈ Π and fπ ∈ FΠ .
How does an agent with utility function V (f ) = Eµ [v(u−1 (Eπ [u(f )]))] evaluate such
an act? As a subjectively risk-free act yields a unique outcome under any single proba-
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bility measure π that the agent believes to be relevant, we can neglect the expectation
operator Eπ . For acts fΠ ∈ FΠ , the utility function reduces to V (fΠ ) = Eµ [v(fΠ )] the same as for second-order acts. Thus, v characterizes attitude toward second-order
acts as well as attitude toward subjectively risk-free acts. We can think of subjectively
risk-free acts as being purely ambiguous. This implies a direct association of ambiguity
to variations across probability measures, while risk is connected to variations within
probability measures. This distinction is consistent with KMM who identify ambiguity as “subjective uncertainty about ex ante evaluations” (p. 1862) induced by µ, the
subjective second-order probability over probabilities π, and an act f . For subjectively
risk-free acts in FΠ ex ante evaluations are given by Eπ [u(fΠ )] = u(fΠ (π)) = u(cfΠ ).
If we assume that preferences over lotteries and second-order acts do not change
with the set of probabilities that the DM believes to be relevant,3 then we can define
comparative notions of risk and risk aversion in the same fashion as KMM define comparative ambiguity and ambiguity aversion. In particular, the definition implies that
agents have the same preferences over subjectively risk-free acts fΠ ∈ FΠ .
Definition 4 At least as risky as: Fix a pair of acts f, fΠ ∈ F . f is at least as
risky as fΠ given Π ⊆ ∆, if fΠ ∈ FΠ .
Definition 5 At least as risk averse as: Let A and B be two DMs whose families
of preferences share the same probability measures µΠ for each support Π. We say that
A is at least as risk averse as B if
B
f A
Π f Π ⇒ f Π f Π

for every f ∈ F , every fΠ ∈ FΠ , and every support Π ⊆ ∆.
3 This

is assumption 4 on separation of tastes and beliefs in KMM.
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Definition 5 implies that two agents who share the same beliefs can be compared in
terms of risk aversion only if they have the same preferences over subjectively riskfree acts. By definition of subjectively risk-free acts and the consistency requirement
between acts in F and their associated second-order acts, this implies that they must
also have identical preferences over second-order acts, represented by v.
Lemma 2 If two DMs share the same probability µΠ for each support Π and have
identical preferences over subjectively risk-free acts, then they must also have identical
preferences over second-order acts.
The proof is in the appendix. It follows from lemma 2 that an increase in risk
aversion is represented by an increasing and concave transformation of u without having
any impact on v. This implies that an increase in risk aversion also causes a change in
Φ = v(u−1 ), characterizing ambiguity attitude.
Proposition 1 Let A and B be two DMs whose families of preferences share the same
probability µΠ for each support Π. Then A is more risk averse than B if and only if
they share the same (normalized) vNM index v and
uA = h(uB )
for some increasing and concave function h.
The proof of proposition 1 is in the appendix. Corollary 1 follows directly.
Corollary 1 Let A and B be two DMs whose families of preferences share the same
probability µΠ for each support Π and A more risk averse than B. Further, let B’s
preferences be represented by the function VB : F → R, with
"

−1

VB (f ) = Eµ v u
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Eπ u(f )

.
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Then, A’s preferences are represented by a function VA : F → R, with
"

h



!#
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VA (f ) = Eµ v u−1 h−1 (Eπ h(u(f )) )

,

(2.4)

for some increasing and concave function h.
From corollary 1, we see that in the absence of ambiguity, an increase in risk aversion
is characterized by the same transformation as under expected utility. In the presence
of ambiguity, however, the transformation of u has an additional impact on ambiguity
aversion as v(u−1 ) shifts to v(u−1 (h−1 )). Using KMM’s notation, Φ shifts to Φ(h−1 ):
"



−1

VA (f ) = Eµ Φ h

h

i 

#

(Eπ h(u(f )) ) .

(2.5)

Equation (2.5) is a result of the incomplete separation of ambiguity and risk attitude:
As risk aversion changes, so do ex ante expected utility values and certainty equivalents
given all plausible probabilities π ∈ Π. Therefore, two DMs with different risk attitudes
will not perceive the same ambiguity. Figure 2.2 illustrates how ex ante certainty
equivalents change as risk aversion increases. Note that a formal description of the
changes in perceived ambiguity would require a different notion “more ambiguous” than
given in definition 1, which only allows us to compare ambiguous acts to unambiguous
acts. It does not tell us anything about the comparison in terms of ambiguity of two
acts that are both ambiguous.
Two DMs with different risk attitudes but the same utility index v share the same
attitude toward uncertainty over their respective certainty equivalents. This is a direct
implication of assumption 3. At the same time, since ambiguity is associated with
uncertainty over ex ante expected utility values rather than certainty equivalents, the
two DMs differ in their ambiguity attitude. While it is made explicit by KMM that we
cannot compare agents in terms of ambiguity attitude if they do not share the same
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Figure 2.2: As risk aversion increases, the certainty equivalents cf (π) decrease. Hence,
the more risk averse agent associates a different second-order act f 2 (π) = cf (π) to the
act f than the less risk averse agent. Note that the dispersion of certainty equivalents
could increase or decrease.
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risk attitude, consider the case of an ambiguity neutral agent with v(u−1 ) linear. If we
apply an increasing and concave transformation to u, then the agent will be ambiguity
loving under the new representation V (f ) = Eµ [h−1 (Eπ [h(u(f ))])]. In brief, ambiguity
neutrality is not preserved when risk attitude changes. This observation highlights
the fact that ambiguity aversion in KMM does not simply involve assuming aversion
toward uncertainty over ex ante certainty equivalents. Rather it involves assuming
greater aversion toward this uncertainty than toward risk from lotteries (i.e. v more
concave than u).

2.5

Simultaneous changes in u and v

The results in the previous sections rely heavily on the definition of subjectively riskfree acts. In practice, it might be difficult to identify such acts and more generally
to distinguish between risk and ambiguity. It could be desirable to look at risk and
ambiguity jointly. In the following, the term uncertainty encompasses both risk and
ambiguity. Constant acts that yield a single deterministic consequence in all cases
are certain. All other acts, including acts in the set of lottery acts and in the set of
subjectively risk-free acts, are uncertain. Following the same methodology as previously,
we can define an act f to be at least as uncertain as an act g, if g is a certain act. We
can then derive a notion of comparative uncertainty aversion under which an agent B
prefers the uncertain act f over the certain act g, whenever a more uncertainty averse
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agent A does so.45 As f can be an unambiguous lottery act or a subjectively risk-free
act, an increase in uncertainty aversion is obtained through an increasing and concave
transformation of u or v (or of both). Note that such an increase in uncertainty aversion
does not exclude that risk aversion increases but ambiguity aversion, as represented by
Φ = v(u−1 ) decreases.
To provide an interpretation of the consequences of a simultaneous change in u and
v in the smooth ambiguity model, observe that an act f is evaluated by looking at
the “second-order” certainty equivalent over the “first-order” certainty equivalents of
f for each probability measure π. The following preference representation, which is
equivalent to the representations in (2.1) and (2.2), highlights this fact.
W (f ) = v

−1



h

Eµ v u

−1

!
i

(Eπ [u(f )])

=v

−1



h

!
i

Eµ v cf (π)

.

A concave transformation of u reduces first-order certainty equivalents cf (π), while a
concave transformation of v reduces the second-order certainty equivalent. Both will
generate an increase in uncertainty aversion.
It is possible to increase the concavity of u in equation (2.1) while keeping Φ constant. This can be achieved by simultaneously applying a concave transformations hv
to the utility index v, such that v(u−1 ) = hv (v(u−1 (h−1 ))). In the special case where
u = v, preserving ambiguity neutrality (i.e. the linearity of Φ) involves choosing hv = h,
or, in other words, applying the same transformation to u and v. However, in general,
applying the same transformation to u and v does not preserve the sign of ambiguity
4 Epstein

(1999) and Ghirardato and Marinacci (2002) both describe such a preference ordering but
subsequently focus on ambiguity aversion. Grant and Quiggin (2005) go further and provide a rigorous
definition of increases in uncertainty that are independent of (subjective) probabilities and not limited
to the case in which one act is degenerate. Based on this definition, they characterize a relation “more
uncertainty averse than” for subjective expected utility, subjective disappointment aversion (SDA) and
Choquet expected utility (CEU).
5 Comparative uncertainty attitude as described above is also similar to comparative cautiousness
in Gul and Pesendorfer (2014). Gul and Pesendorfer introduce cautiousness as a generalization of risk
aversion that includes ambiguity aversion.
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attitude (aversion or loving).6 Moreover, if agents do not share the same utility index
u, a behavioral interpretation for sharing the same Φ is not immediate. If two DMs
share the same u, this implies that they share the same attitude toward risk over lottery acts. Sharing the same v implies the same attitude toward second-order acts and
subjectively risk-free acts. There is no equivalent interpretation in terms of common
preferences over some subset of acts for two agents sharing the same Φ.7

2.6

Implications for comparative statics

Comparative statics of risk aversion can lead to different results in the smooth ambiguity
model than in the expected utility framework. In fact, some of the standard results
about comparative risk aversion that we obtain under expected utility do not hold
when ambiguity aversion is introduced. As an illustration, I consider below a standard
portfolio choice problem. It is well known that under expected utility, an increase in
risk aversion reduces the demand for the risky asset (if the demand is positive). With
ambiguity aversion, this is not necessarily the case. Specifically, consider an ambiguity
averse investor who has to allocate her initial wealth w0 between a safe asset with rate
of return equal to 0 and an uncertain asset with random return x̃. Her decision problem
can be written as follows:
"

max Eµ v u
α

−1

!#

(Eπ [u(w0 + αx̃)])

,

where α denotes the level of investment in the uncertain asset. It is possible that an
increase in risk aversion through a concave transformation of u leads to an increase in the
Φ = v(u−1 ) is concave. Applying a concave transformation h to both u and v does not
necessarily imply that h(v(u−1 (h−1 ))) is concave.
7 A possibility, however, would be to constrain the normalization of u in equation (1). By setting
u(a) = 0 and u(b) = 1 for two payoff levels a, b, having the same Φ could be interpreted as having the
same preferences over acts with outcomes in {a, b}.
6 Assume
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optimal investment level α∗ . For example, suppose the investor considers two possible
probability measures over the random return x̃ that yield the following distributions:
x˜1 = (−1, 0.5; 0, 0.5) and x˜2 = (1, 0.5; 7, 0.5). Furthermore, she believes that x˜1 is the
true distribution with probability 0.1 and x˜2 with probability 0.9. Her utility indices
u and v are given by u(w) = w and v(w) = w1−γ /(1 − γ). For w0 = 2 and γ = 3, she
optimally chooses α∗ = 0.6305. Let us now apply the following transformation to u:

h(w) =




w

if w ≤ 2,



log(w) + 2 − log(2)

else.

The function h is increasing, continuous and concave. For the same values of w0 and γ,
the investor now optimally chooses α∗ = 0.6323 - an increase from the previous level.
This example, including the numerical values that were chosen, is closely related to
the portfolio choice problem provided in Eeckhoudt and Gollier (2000) (pp. 121-122).
Eeckhoudt and Gollier’s portfolio choice problem illustrates that a first-order stochastic
dominance (FOSD) deterioration in the return distribution of a risky asset can induce
a risk-averse investor to increase her demand for that asset. Here, as we increase risk
aversion, the distribution of certainty equivalents deteriorates in the sense of FOSD.
Since the investor has subjective expected utility preferences over certainty equivalents,
characterized by v, the same reasoning as in Eeckhoudt and Gollier applies.

2.7

Conclusion

In conclusion, while this chapter focuses on comparative risk aversion in a specific
framework, the main result is more general. If we recognize that agents care about
ambiguity, then we also have to take ambiguity attitude into account when studying
comparative risk aversion. In the smooth ambiguity model, for instance, ambiguity
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perception and ambiguity attitude depend on risk attitude. Consequently, comparative
statics of risk aversion can lead to substantially different results in the presence of
ambiguity, than in the standard expected utility framework without ambiguity.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Proof of lemma 1
Take any non-degenerate act f . Then there exist s1 , s2 ∈ S such that f (s1 ) 6= f (s2 ).
For a set of probability measures Π = {π1 , π2 } such that P (S = s1 ) = 1 for π1 and
P (S = s2 ) = 1 for π2 , the act f is subjectively risk-free and non-degenerate given Π. 

Appendix B: Proof of lemma 2
fΠ ∈ FΠ and its associated second-order act fΠ2 ∈ F yield the same outcome for each
π ∈ Π and hence the same utility
V (fΠ ) = Eµ [v(u−1 (Eπ [u(fΠ )]))] = Eµ [v(fΠ )] = Eµ [v(fΠ2 )] = V (fΠ2 ).

Two DMs have identical preferences over acts in FΠ if and only if their utility indices v
are the same (up to positive affine transformations). Under the assumption of subjective
expected utility preferences over second-order acts, this implies identical preferences
over second-order acts. 

Appendix C: Proof of proposition 1
If part:
Let f be an element of F and fΠ an element of FΠ . We first show that A is more
risk averse than B if vA = vB = v and uA = h(uB ), where h is an increasing and concave
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function h : uB (C) → R.
"
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Π fΠ
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Since fΠ yields a constant outcome for each π, the expectation Eπ reduces to a
single value for every probability measure π ∈ Π.
"
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Π fΠ
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Π
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For h increasing and concave,
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B
Hence f A
Π fΠ ⇒ f Π fΠ .

Only if part:
First, we show that both DMs share the same vNM index v. Since the set of
subjectively risk-free acts, FΠ , is a subset of F , proposition 1 must hold for any two
acts fΠ , gΠ ∈ FΠ . For any two such acts, we have that fΠ is at least as risky as gΠ and
gΠ at least as risky as fΠ . Hence
"









Eµ vA fΠ
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#
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#

for all fΠ , gΠ ∈ FΠ .
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Now recall that acts fΠ and their associated second-order acts induce the same
distribution over outcomes. Moreover, the representation in KMM directly implies
V (fΠ ) = V (fΠ2 ). Replacing fΠ with fΠ2 we get
"









Eµ vA fΠ2
"

2
Eµ vA gΠ

#

"









2
≥ Eµ vA gΠ

#

"

≥ Eµ vA fΠ2
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#


#

2
⇒ Eµ vB gΠ
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2
≥ Eµ vB gΠ

"

≥ Eµ vB fΠ2

#

and
#
2
for fΠ2 , gΠ
∈ F.

We deduce that A and B have the same preferences over second-order acts. Under
the assumption of subjective expected utility preferences over second-order acts, v is
unique up to positive affine transformations. Normalizing v(0)=0 and v(1)=1 we get
vA = vB . (There exists a function vˆB = αvB + β that represent the same preferences as
vB . Set α = 1/vB (1) and β = −vB (0)/vB (1). Then vB (1) = 1 and vB (0) = 0 , implying
α = 1 and β = 0. We get vA = vˆB = vB .)
Now set uA (x) = h(uB (x)), for all x in the support of u and for some increasing
function h. This is always true as uA and uB are ordinally identical. It remains to
B
show that h is concave if and only if A is more risk averse than B. f A
Π f Π ⇒ f Π f Π

is equivalent to
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which holds if and only if h is concave. 
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Chapter 3
Testing Independence Axioms: A
Framework for Laboratory
Experiments
3.1

Introduction

The independence axiom introduced by Anscombe and Aumann (AA) in 1963 plays a
central role in much of the literature on ambiguity attitude. In order to account for
ambiguity averse preferences, models using an AA setup must relax independence. To
what extend independence should be relaxed and which features of the independence
axiom should be retained is subject of heated discussions among economists. Numerous ways to weaken independence have been proposed and used to construct different
ambiguity models. Yet, there is surprisingly little empirical evidence on the descriptive validity of these weaker independence axioms under ambiguity. In this chapter,
I suggest a framework for laboratory experiments that can be used to systematically
37
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test different (weak) independence axioms both under risk and under ambiguity using
Ellsberg urns. Ultimately, the aim of this chapter is to contribute to a better understanding of DMs’ decisions in situations involving uncertainty compared to situations
involving only risk.
The term ‘Ellsberg urns’ generally refers to urns that contain colored balls with possibly unknown composition. In experiments that use Ellsberg urns, a DM is typically
asked to indicate her preferences between different bets on the color of a single ball
drawn from one of the urns. For example, in Ellsberg’s two-color paradox presented in
chapter 1, the DM is asked whether she prefers to win $100 if the ball drawn from urn
I is red, or if she prefers to win the same amount if the ball drawn from urn II is red.
(Urn I contains 100 balls that could be either red or black while urn II contains 50 red
balls and 50 black balls.) This chapter shows how AA acts can be represented in a systematic, intuitive and straightforward way using such bets on Ellsberg urns. It further
shows how mixtures of bets on Ellsberg urns can be used to reproduce different convex
combinations of AA acts. Ellsberg urns thus become a flexible tool to test for violations
of AA independence and weaker independence axioms: Violations are revealed by reversals of DMs’ preferences when specific bets on Ellsberg urns are mixed. Importantly,
the same urns can be used to observe choices under risk and under ambiguity. Under
risk, the composition of the urns is revealed, while under ambiguity the composition of
the urns is not or only partially revealed. It is thus possible to compare violations of
independence under risk to violations of independence under ambiguity.

3.1.1

Related literature

In the experimental literature on choice under risk, urns are not used very frequently.
It is much more common to directly describe alternatives by their probability distribu-
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tions over outcomes. The distributions are sometimes illustrated using pie or column
charts, coin flips, dice, etc. In contrast, in the literature on choice under ambiguity urns
are a frequently used tool to illustrate choice situations and test theoretical predictions
regarding preferences in the lab. Not revealing the composition of the urns is a very
convenient way to render choices ambiguous. Other methods to introduce ambiguity
in lab experiments include using irregular dice (Fennema and Wakker (1996)), natural
events such as temperature in a foreign city (Fox and Tversky (1995)), card decks with
unknown composition (Ert and Trautmann (2014), Cubitt, van de Kuilen, and Mukerji
(2014), Chew, Miao, and Zhong (2015)), or a bingo blower (Hey, Lotito, and Maffioletti
(2010), Burghart, Epper, and Fehr (2015a)). In the experimental literature, ambiguous
urns are particularly prominent due to Ellsberg’s (1961) thought experiments. The latter employ urns to reveal systematic violations of the subjective expected utility (SEU)
hypothesis and in particular the AA independence axiom. Among others, Becker and
Brownson (1964), Slovic and Tversky (1974), and MacCrimmon and Larsson (1979),
experimentally confirm the violations predicted by Ellsberg. In a spirit similar to Ellsberg, Machina (2009) presents choice paradoxes using urns and argues that in these
paradoxes, agents will likely violate tail-separability.1 L’Haridon and Placido (2010)
confirm his intuition. In an experiment, they find that over 70% of subjects violate
tail-separability. Most recently, Trautmann and Wakker (2015) use bets on Ellsberg
urns with positive and negative payoffs. They find strong evidence for reference dependent preferences and violations of Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini’s (2006) weak
certainty independence axiom.2
1 Tail-separability

is implied by Choquet expected utility (CEU). It is equivalent to Green and
Jullien’s (1988) ordinal independence axiom when only simple lotteries are considered. The latter
axiom is a weakening of the comonotonic independence axiom.
2 Weak certainty independence is a weakening of Gilboa and Schmeidler’s (1989) certainty independence axiom. Both axioms are introduced formally in section 3.3.
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This chapter extends the existing literature in two ways. First, rather than provid-

ing examples in which bets on Ellsberg urns can reveal violations of independence, it
shows how to systematically construct such examples. Second, it presents a framework
that can be used to compare different types of violations of independence both under
risk and under ambiguity using bets on urns.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the setup and notation.
It then describes how AA acts and mixtures of AA acts can be represented using urns.
Section 3.3 shows what vNM independence, AA independence and weaker independence
axioms imply in terms of choices between bets on urns. Finally, section 3.4 shows
how the method from section 3.2 can be applied to replicate the Allais paradoxes and
concludes.

3.2

Anscombe-Aumann acts and Ellsberg urns

This section introduces a two stage AA setup. It recalls how mixtures of AA acts are
defined and shows how these mixtures can be represented in a laboratory setting using
Ellsberg urns.

3.2.1

Setup and notation

Let X denote the set of outcomes. In this chapter, we consider elements x ∈ X to
be monetary prizes. Thus, we refer to outcomes also as payoffs. As in Chateauneuf
and Faro (2009), we assume that X contains a worst element x∗ . L denotes the set of
simple lotteries over X. The mixture operation + on L is defined as follows: For all
lotteries Q, R ∈ L and all α ∈ [0, 1], αQ + (1 − α)R ∈ L is given as (αQ + (1 − α)R)(x) =
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αQ(x) + (1 − α)R(x) for all x ∈ X.
The state space is finite and denoted by S. An Anscombe-Aumann act is defined as
f : S → L. The set of AA acts is denoted by F = LS . Lf ⊆ L denotes the set of lotteries
that f ∈ F maps into. An act fQ that yield the same lottery Q ∈ L for all states of the
world is called a constant acts. Constant acts are unambiguous.3 The set of constant
acts is denoted by Fc . A degenerate act fx is an act that yields a single deterministic
outcome x ∈ X in all states. By slight abuse of notation, a deterministic act fx will
also be denoted by x. The set of deterministic acts is denoted by Fd . Finally, a worst
act fx∗ is an act that yields the worst outcome x∗ in every state of the world. The
mixture operation + on F is performed statewise. For all acts f, g ∈ F and all α ∈ [0, 1],
αf + (1 − α)g ∈ F is defined as (αf + (1 − α)g)(s) = αf (s) + (1 − α)g(s) for all s ∈ S.
Preferences over AA acts are denoted by . By another slight abuse of notation, we
denote preferences over lotteries also by . We define the natural equivalence relation
between preferences over AA acts in Fc and preferences over lotteries as follows: for all
Q, R ∈ L and all fQ , gR ∈ Fc , fQ  gR iff Q  R.

3.2.2

Representation of AA acts using Ellsberg urns

AA acts can be represented in a straightforward way using bets on Ellsberg urns. An
urn U contains a finite number of colored balls. We denote the set of all colors by
C and the set of all colors in urn U by CU ⊆ C. For two urns, U and V , the mixed
urn U + V contains all the balls and only balls also contained in U or V . This implies
that two urns can be mixed by placing all the balls from one urn into the other urn.
Consequently, CU +V = CU ∪ CV . If an urn U contains at least one ball with unknown
3 While

constant acts might be the “only acts that are “obviously” unambiguous in any problem”
(Ghirardato and Marinacci (2002, p. 255)), in general, unambiguous acts need not be constant. (See
for example the definition of unambiguous acts by Ghirardato and Marinacci (2002)).
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color, we say that the urn is ambiguous or has more than one possible composition.
The number of possible compositions, depends on the number of balls with unknown
color and the number of possible colors each of these balls can take. We denote by P CU
the set of possible compositions of urn U . A bet bU on U yields a payoff xbcU ∈ X, if the
DM draws a ball with the color c ∈ CU from U .4 We assume that any ball in the urn
is drawn with equal probability. Then, given a composition pcU ∈ P CU , a bet on U is
equivalent to some lottery l ∈ L. The following definition established the equivalence
between a bet on U and an act f :
Definition 1 Equivalence between bets on Ellsberg urns and AA acts: We
say that a bet on urn U is equivalent to the act f ∈ F if and only if the following
conditions hold:
1. The number of possible composition of U is equal to card(Lf ).
2. It is possible to generate a mapping d : S → P CU , such that, given the composition
d(s), the bet on U is equivalent to the lottery f (s), for all states s ∈ S.
Not all AA acts have an equivalent bet on an urn. However, any bet on an urn with
a finite number of possible compositions is equivalent to some act f ∈ F according to
the above definition. Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of the equivalence of an AA act
and a bet on an Ellsberg urn.

3.2.3

Mixtures using urns

In order to show how a mixture of two acts can be represented by mixing two bets on
urns, we first need to define what we mean by a mixture of two bets.
4 Another

bet dU on the same urn U can yield payoffs xdc U 6= xbcU for c ∈ CU .
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Figure 3.1: Let S = {s1 , s2 , ..., s11 }.
The act f ∈ F yields the lotteries
(1, 0.0; 0, 1.0), (1, 0.1; 0, 0.9), ...(1, 1; 0, 0.0) in states s1 , s2 , ..., s11 . The urn that contains
ten balls that could be either red or green has eleven possible compositions. According
to definition 1, the bet on the urn that yields an outcome equal to 1 for a green ball
and an outcome equal to 0 for a red ball is equivalent to the act f .
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Definition 2 Mixture of two bets on Ellsberg urns: Let bU and dV denote two
bets on urns U and V . The bet eU +V on urn U + V is a mixture of bU and dV if and
e

e

only if xbcU = xcU +V , for all c ∈ CU and xbcV = xcU +V , for all c ∈ CV .
The definition implies that two bets bU and dV on urns U and V can only be mixed
if xbcU = xdc V for all c ∈ CU ∩ CV . In other terms, two bets on two different urns can
only be mixed if they yield the same payoffs for colors contained in both urns. For
colors contained only in one of the urns, the payoffs can differ. Based on the previous
definition, we can now state the following proposition:
Proposition 1 If the bet bU on urn U is equivalent to f ∈ F , the bet dV on urn V is
equivalent to g ∈ F , and the bet eU +V on urn U + V is a mixture of bU and dV , then
there exists α ∈ [0, 1], such that eU +V is equivalent to αf + (1 − α)g.
Proof of proposition 1
By definition 1, the number of possible compositions of U (respectively V ) is equal
to card(Lf ) (card(Lg )). Further, for all states s ∈ S, there exists a composition of U
(V ) such that the bet bU (dV ) on U (V ) yields the lottery f (s) (g(s)). If there are
n balls in urn U and m balls in urn V , the probability of drawing a ball from U + V
e

that was also contained in U is n/(n + m). Since by definition 2, xbcU = xcU +V , for
e

all c ∈ CU and xbcV = xcU +V , for all c ∈ CV , the bet eU +V on U + V yields the lottery
f (s) with probability n/(n + m) and the lottery g(s) with probability 1 − (n/(n + m))
for every s ∈ S. In other terms, the bet eU +V on U + V is equivalent to the lottery n/(n + m)f (s) + (1 − (n/(n + m)))g(s) for every s ∈ S. Since mixtures of acts are
performed statewise, this implies that for α = n/(n + m), the bet eU +V on U + V is
equivalent to αf + (1 − α)g. 
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To illustrate proposition 1, consider the following example depicted in figure 3.2.
Let S = {s1 , s2 , s3 }. The act f ∈ F yields the lotteries (1, 1.0; 0, 0.0) in s1 , (1, 0.5; 0, 0.5)
in s2 , and (1, 0.0; 0, 1.0) in s3 . The act g ∈ F yields the lottery (1, 0.5; 0, 0.5) in all states.
The mixture of f and g, 12 f + 12 g, yields the lotteries (1, 0.25; 0, 0.75) in s1 , (1, 0.5; 0, 0.5)
in s2 , and (1, 0.75; 0, 0.25) in s3 . Next, consider two urns U and V . Urn U contains two
balls that could be either black or red. We can generate a mapping from S to P CU
such that in s1 the urn U contains two red balls, in s2 one red ball and one black ball,
and in s3 two black balls. Urn V contains exactly one black and one red ball. It thus
has the same composition in all states. The mixed urn U + V contains four balls: in s1
three red balls and one black ball, in s2 two red balls and two black balls, in s3 one red
ball and three black balls. The bets bU and dV on urns U and V are equivalent to f
and g by definition 1, if they yield a payoff equal to 1 for a red ball and a payoff equal
to 0 for a black ball. The mixture of bets bU and bV is then equal to 21 f + 12 g: For all
three states, the probability of drawing a red ball from U + V and winning 1 is equal
to the probability of winning 1 in lottery ( 12 f + 12 g)(s).
In the example, since both urns contain the same number of balls, the mixture of
the bets on U and V can only be equivalent to the mixture αf + (1 − α)g for α = 12 . For
other values of α, the number of balls in both urns has to be multiplied by appropriate
factors ex ante. E.g., for α = 31 , the balls in Urn U have to be multiplied by three and
the balls in urn V by six. (U would then contain six red balls, or three red balls and
three black balls, or six black balls. V would then contains six red balls and six black
balls.) Importantly, the bets on the ‘inflated’ urns U and V are still equivalent to f
and g, respectively.

In this chapter, we only consider the case in which we mix bets on urns with known
numbers of balls. As a natural extension, we could also mix bets on urns with unknown
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Figure 3.2: The bets bU and bV on urns U and V are identical to the acts f and g if
they yield 1 for a red ball and 0 for a black ball. A bet on U + V is a mixture of bU and
bV and equivalent to the act 12 f + 12 g if it yields 1 for a red ball and 0 for a black ball.
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numbers of balls. Such mixtures of bets would be equivalent to mixtures of AA acts
with unknown parameter α. It is an open question, whether knowing or not knowing
the number of balls - and thereby α - matters for DMs’ decisions. While I do not
address this issue, the framework presented here would certainly be useful to study this
question.

3.3

Independence axioms using urns

This section explains how bets on urns can be used to test various independence axioms
from the literature on choice under risk and choice under ambiguity.

3.3.1

vNM and AA independence

The AA independence axiom states that whenever an act f is (weakly) preferred to an
act g, any mixture of f with a third act h must also be (weakly) preferred to the same
mixture of g with h. Formally:

Axiom Anscombe-Aumann independence: For all f, g, h ∈ F and all α ∈ [0, 1],
f  g iff αf + (1 − α)h  αg + (1 − α)h.

It follows from the equivalence relation between preferences over AA acts in Fc and
preferences over lotteries in L, that AA independence implies vNM independence.

Axiom von Neumann-Morgenstern independence: For all P, Q, R ∈ L and all
α ∈ [0, 1], P  Q iff αP + (1 − α)R  αQ + (1 − α)R.
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The AA independence axiom has the following implication for mixtures of bets on

urns: Suppose there are three urns, T , U , and V , and U and V contain the same
number of balls. Let bU , bV and bT be bets such that the mixture of bU and bT , bU +T ,
and the mixture of bV and bT , bV +T , exist. Under AA independence, a DM prefers the
bet bU on U to the bet bV on V if and only if she also prefers the bet bU +T on U + T
to the bet bV +T on V + T .
In practical terms, this implies that a DM who reveals a preference for bU over bV
by choosing to draw a ball from urn U rather than from urn V must also choose to draw
a ball from urn U + T rather than from urn V + T . We can thus test for violations of
independence simply by observing in both cases from which of the urns a DM chooses
to draw a ball.
Under AA independence, the urns T , U and V can be ambiguous. If all urns are
unambiguous, i.e. have known composition, vNM independence is sufficient for the
previous statements to hold. The Allais paradoxes in section 3.4 are two examples of
tests of vNM independence with unambiguous urns.

3.3.2

Weaker independence axioms

Notably in models of ambiguity aversion, weaker independence axioms play an important role. Unlike the AA independence axiom, the weaker axioms are compatible with
a notion of uncertainty averse behavior.5 Many of the weak independence axioms can
be tested using bets on urns if the right restrictions are placed on the composition of
the urns. Below are five examples of weak independence axioms from the ambiguity
literature and their implications for mixtures of bets on urns.
5 The

most common way to describe uncertainty aversion axiomatically goes back to Schmeidler
(1989). The uncertainty aversion axiom he introduced is itself a weak independence axiom an will be
discussed below.
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Certainty independence
Together with the uncertainty aversion axiom, certainty independence is at the heart
of Gilboa and Schmeidler’s (1989) maxmin expected utility (MEU) model.

Axiom Certainty independence: For all f, g ∈ F , all h ∈ Fc , and all α ∈ [0, 1], f  g
iff αf + (1 − α)h  αg + (1 − α)h.

Certainty independence restricts AA independence to hold only for mixtures with
constant, unambiguous acts. The idea behind the weakening is to avoid ‘hedging’ effects.
In general, when f yields ‘good’ lotteries in states where g yields ‘bad’ lotteries and vice
versa, one act can be used as a hedge against the other act. In some cases, hedging can
be so efficient that the act 12 f + 21 g is constant even though f and g are not. (In other
terms, hedging completely eliminates the uncertainty with regard to the state of the
world). If DMs are uncertainty averse, a hedging effect, i.e. a reduction in uncertainty
following a mixture with another act, can lead to violations of AA independence. The
idea behind certainty independence is that a constant act cannot be used as a hedge as
it yields the same lottery in all states.
Certainty independence has the following implication for mixtures involving the
three bets, bT , bU , and bV on urns U , V and T , if U and V contain the same number
of balls: Assume the composition of urn T is known. Then a DM prefers the bet bU to
the bet bV if and only if she also prefers the mixture of bU and bT to the mixture of bV
and bT .
In practical terms, if a DM reveals a preference for bU over bV by choosing to draw
from U rather than from V , adding balls with known colors to both urns must not have
an impact on her choice. (The color of any ball added must be such that it is either
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not contained in both urns, U and V , or that the bets bU and bV yield the same payoff
for that color.)

Weak certainty independence
In the variational preferences model, Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini (2006) suggest a further weakening of certainty independence.

Axiom Weak certainty independence: For all f, g ∈ F , all h, k ∈ Fc , and all
α ∈ [0, 1], if αf + (1 − α)h  αg + (1 − α)h, then αf + (1 − α)k  αg + (1 − α)k.

Weak certainty independence restricts certainty independence to hold only when
the parameter α is held constant. By mixing two acts, f and g, with a constant
act, we ‘scale down’ the uncertainty in both acts. Scaling of both acts might cause a
preference reversal. In contrast, if a constant act mixed with f and g is replaced by
another constant act, there are no such scaling effects. This is the idea behind weak
certainty independence. Under risk, i.e. when all acts are unambiguous, weak certainty
independence is equivalent to common consequence independence (Birnbaum 1999).
Weak certainty independence can be tested using urns as follows: Take any two
urns U and V with the same number of balls and any two urns T and W with the same
number of balls and known composition. For bets bT , bU , bV and bW on the four urns,
a DM prefers the mixture of bU and bT to the mixture of bV and bT if and only if she
prefers the mixture of bU and bW to the mixture of bV and bW .
In practice, this implies that a DM who chooses to draw from urn U + T rather than
from urn V + T does not change her decision if we replace common balls (i.e. balls with
the same color) by other common balls.
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Worst independence
Chateauneuf and Faro (2006) weaken certainty independence in another way. For their
confidence function preferences, they introduce the following axiom:

Axiom Worst independence: For all f, g ∈ F , x∗ ∈ Fd yielding the worst outcome
in all states, and all α ∈ [0, 1], if f ∼ g, then αf + (1 − α)x∗ ∼ αg + (1 − α)x∗ .

Instead of restricting certainty independence to hold only for fixed α, Chateauneuf
and Faro restrict it to hold only for mixtures with the worst outcome. Worst independence can be seen as the counterpart to weak certainty independence as “ConfidenceFunction Preferences retain scale invariance but drop translation invariance” (Machina
and Siniscalchi (2014, p. 772))6 . Under risk, worst independence is equivalent to zero
independence (Safra and Segal (1998)).
In terms of bets on urns, worst independence implies the following: Let U and V
be two urns with the same number of balls and let bT be a bet on an urn T that yields
the worst outcome x∗ for all colors contained in T .7 Then, a DM who is indifferent
between a bet bU on urn U and a bet bV on urn V must also be indifferent between the
mixtures of bV and bU with the bet bT .
In practical terms, this means that a DM who is indifferent between drawing from
urn U and drawing from urn V, must also be indifferent if we add the same number of
balls with colors for which the DM always receives the worst payoff to both urns.

6 Scale

and location refer to utility variability and utility values, respectively.
colors not contained in T , bT can yield payoffs different from x∗ . If we imposed xbcT = x∗ for
all c ∈ C, we could only mix bT with bets that also yield the worst payoff for all colors.
7 For
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Uncertainty aversion
The uncertainty aversion axiom mentioned previously is also a weaker form of the AA
independence axiom.

Axiom Uncertainty Aversion For all acts f, g ∈ F and all α ∈ [0, 1], if f ∼ g, then
αf + (1 − α)g  f.

The axiom implies a preference for mixing. The idea behind the axiom is that
mixing two acts reduces uncertainty with regard to the state of the world if one act can
be used as a hedge against the other act.
Under uncertainty aversion, a DM can be indifferent between a bet bU on urn U
and a bet bV on urn V but strictly prefer the mixture of bU and bV to either bet. In
practice, a DM would reveal this preference pattern by choosing to draw from U + V
rather than from U or V and at the same time be indifferent between drawing from U
and drawing from V .

3.4

The Allais’ paradoxes using urns

In Ellsberg’s famous choice paradoxes, bets on urns are used to reveal violations of
independence that are due to ambiguity averse behavior. As described in detail in
chapter 1, in the two-color paradox, DMs choose between bets on an urn with known
composition and bets on an urn with unknown composition. In the three-color paradox,
DMs choose between different bets on the same urn. In both cases, the paradoxical
choice patterns are caused by DMs preferences for unambiguous bets (i.e. bets that
yields the same lottery over outcomes for all possible compositions of the urn) over
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ambiguous bets.
By mixing bets as described in this chapter, we can also use urns to test for violations
of independence that are not due to ambiguity averse behavior. This section shows how
the Allais paradoxes can be replicated using choices between bets on different urns. The
section concludes with a short discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of using
urns to represent choice alternatives.

3.4.1

The Allais common ratio effect

We first consider the Allais common ratio effect. In the original paradox, an agent faces
the following two choice situations.8
First choice
a Win $10 million with certainty.
nothing
b Win $50 million with prob. 0.98,
and $0 with prob. 0.02.

Second choice
c Win $10 million with prob. 0.01,
and $0 with prob. 0.99.
d Win $50 million with prob. 0.0098,
and $0 with prob. 0.9902.

The typical paradoxical choice pattern is to choose a over b and d over c. Since c and
d are obtained by mixing a and b with a constant act that yields $0, this choice pattern
violates the vNM independence axiom. The choice pattern is, however, consistent with
common consequence independence.
There is no uncertainty involved in the original Allais paradox. Consequently, we
can represent all alternatives using urns with known composition. Lottery a in the
8 The

probabilities used are identical to the probabilities suggested by Allais. The payoff amounts
differ. Allais used the amounts 100 million and 500 million denoted in French francs.
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first choice situation is equivalent to a bet on an urn U containing 100 red balls, where
drawing a red ball yields $10 million. Lottery b is equivalent to a bet on an urn V
containing 98 blue balls and two green balls where drawing a blue ball yields $50 million and drawing a green ball $0. To represent the lotteries c and d, we mix both urns
with an urn T containing 9900 green balls. The bet on the mixed urn U + T that
yields $10 million for a red ball and $0 for a green ball is equivalent to lottery c. The
bet on the mixed urn V + T that yields $50 million for drawing a blue ball and $0 for
drawing a green ball is equivalent to the lottery d. Note that the bets on U + T and
V +T are mixture of the bets on U and V with a bet on T that yields $0 for a green ball.

3.4.2

The Allais common consequence effect

The Allais common consequence effect is very similar to the common ratio effect. The
two choice situations are as follows:
First choice
a Win $10 million with certainty.
nothing
b Win $50 million with prob. 0.10,

Second choice
c Win $10 million with prob. 0.11,
and $0 with prob. 0.89.
d Win $50 million with prob. 0.10,

$10 million with prob. 0.89,

and $0 with prob. 0.90.

and $0 with prob. 0.01.

nothing

Again, the typical paradoxical choice pattern is to choose a over b and d over c.
This time, c and d are obtained by replacing the common consequence ‘winning $10
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million with probability 0.89’ in a and b, by the common consequence ‘winning $0 with
probability 0.89’. Therefore, the paradoxical choice pattern violates vNM independence.
Common consequence effects are, however, compatible with zero independence.
We can represent the acts using bets on four urns, U , V , T , and W . Urn U contains
eleven red balls, urn V contains ten yellow balls and one green ball, urn T contains 89
blue balls, and urn W contains 89 green balls. The act a is equivalent to a bet on U + T
(containing eleven red balls and 89 blue balls) that yields $10 million for a red or blue
ball. The act b is equivalent to a bet on the urn V + T that yields $50 million for a
yellow ball, $10 million for a blue ball, and $0 for a green ball. In order to replicate the
replacement of the common consequence, ‘winning $10 million with probability 0.89’
by ‘winning $0 with probability 0.89’, we replace the urns U + T and V + T by the urns
U + W and V + W . By doing so, we effectively replace 89 blue balls by 89 green balls.
The bets on U + W and V + W that yield the same payoffs as before for red, yellow or
green balls (i.e. $10 million, $50 million, and $0, respectively) are equivalent to c and
d.

3.4.3

Discussion

While Allais-type choice situations can be represented in an intuitive way using bets
on urns, the number of balls needed to replicate small probabilities can be an issue. In
the paradox with a common ratio effect, representing a winning probability of 0.0098
requires an urn containing 10000 balls. The example highlights that urns in general are
not very well suited to study behavior for payoff probabilities very close to 0 or 1 (e.g.
over- or underweighting of extreme probabilities).9
An advantage of the urn design is that probabilities and payoffs can be changed
9 More

generally, urns are not well suited to represent probabilities with too many digits. For
example, representing the probability 0.1097 also requires an urn containing 10000 balls.
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easily by modifying the number and color of balls in the urn. Moreover, ambiguity
can be introduced to choice situations simply by not revealing the exact composition
of the urns. For example, in the common ratio paradox, the act b (win $50 million
with probability 0.98 and $0 with probability 0.02) is represented by a bet on an urn
that contains 98 blue balls and two green balls. Suppose the urn contained instead 100
balls out of which zero to four balls were green and the remaining balls were blue. A
bet on this urn would be equivalent to an ambiguous AA act yielding $50 million with
probability 0.96 to 1.0 and $0 else. In this example, the spread in payoff probabilities
generated by not revealing the color of four out of 100 balls is relatively small. In choice
situations with a larger share of unknown balls, the spread in probabilities would be
more important.
Allais-type violations of independence have been tested with imprecise probabilities
in experiments involving hypothetical choices. Yet, there have been no incentivized
experiments on the Allais paradoxes under ambiguity. The following chapter 4 fills this
gap. Using the method described in this chapter, it compares Allais-type violations of
independence under risk and under ambiguity in an incentivized laboratory experiment.

Chapter 4
An Empirical Comparison of
Independence Axioms Under Risk
and Under Ambiguity
4.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a laboratory experiment comparing violations of AnscombeAumann (AA) independence under risk and under ambiguity. The experimental design
is based on the method developed in the previous chapter. The aim of the experiment
is twofold. First, I study if the presence of ambiguity has a measurable effect on the
occurrence of Allais (1953)-type violations of AA independence. Second, I compare
systematic violations of independence due to common ratio effects to systematic violations of independence due to common consequence effects. This allows to compare
the descriptive validity of weaker independence axioms: Birnbaum’s (1999) common
consequence independence and Safra and Segal’s (1998) zero independence under risk,
57
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and Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini’s (2006) weak certainty independence and
Chateauneuf and Faro’s (2009) worst independence under ambiguity.
I find that the overall frequency of violations of AA independence is similar under
risk and under ambiguity. At the same time, violations of independence due to common
ratio effects are strongly systematic under ambiguity but not under risk. Violations of
independence due to common consequence effects, on the other hand, do not seem to
be systematic either under risk or under ambiguity. The results suggest that under
ambiguity, weak certainty independence, which is compatible with common ratio effects, is descriptively more accurate than worst independence, which is compatible with
common consequence effects.
The fact that I do not find strong evidence for systematic violations of independence
under risk is consistent with the existing literature. Allais-type violations of independence are frequent and systematic when using high, hypothetical payoffs, but much less
so when using small, real payoffs. Conlisk (1989), Fan (2002), and Huck and Müller
(2012), for example, find little to no evidence for common consequence effects in their
incentivized experiments. Common ratio effects appear to be very sensitive to the exact
probabilities and payoffs, as well as the experimental method used to elicit preferences.
(See for example Starmer and Sudgen (1989), Blavatskyy (2013), and Cox, Sadiraj, and
Schmidt (2015). Blavatskyy (2013) actually finds a reverse common ratio effect.) In
addition, I exclude certainty effects by using a paired-gamble method (Farquhar (1984))
and avoid extreme probability weighting by not using probabilities smaller than 0.10.
In this context, it is remarkable that I find strong evidence for systematic violations of
independence due to a common ratio effect under ambiguity. The intuition behind this
result is that by mixing two acts with a constant act, we ‘scale down’ the uncertainty
in both acts. If this scaling effect is more important for one act than for the other, this
can lead to a preference reversal.
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The experimental literature on choice under uncertainty contains only little evidence
on how the presence of ambiguity impacts the occurrence of Allais-type common ratio
or common consequence effects. MacCrimmon (1965), Tversky and Kahneman (1992),
and Wu and Gonzales (1996) experimentally confirm the Allais paradoxes without using
precise, objective probabilities. Yet, they do not directly compare choices under risk
and choices under uncertainty. Moreover, none of the experiments is incentivized.
Schneider and Schonger (2015) study preference reversals similar to the Allais common
consequence effect with mixed objective-subjective probabilities. In an incentivized
experiment, they find strong evidence for violations of the AA monotonicity axiom,
but cannot exclude that these violations are due to a certainty effect. They further
find that violations of AA monotonicity and violations of von Neumann-Morgenstern
(vNM) independence in an Allais-type choice problem are correlated. Schneider and
Schonger consider choices both under risk and under uncertainty. Yet, they do not test
for violations of AA independence under uncertainty.
Violations of weaker independence axioms have been subject of several experiments.
Fennema and Wakker (1996) compare violations of Savage’s (1954) Sure-Thing Principle (STP) to violations of the comonotonic STP in rank-dependent utility models under
ambiguity. They find that the STP and the comonotonic STP are violated with similar
frequency but cannot exclude that these violations are due to random choice inconsistencies. Based on thought experiments by Machina (2009), L’Haridon and Placido
(2010) find that tail-separability, which is implied by Choquet expected utility, is violated by over 70% of subjects. Most relevantly, Trautmann and Wakker (2015) conduct
an experiment testing the descriptive validity of several ambiguity models using an AA
framework. In particular, they find reference dependence and systematic violations of
weak certainty independence. The results rely strongly on the fact that gains and losses
are treated differently by DMs. In the experiment presented in this chapter, I only con-
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sider payoffs in the gains domain. Hence, it is not surprising that I cannot confirm the
systematic violations of weak certainty independence.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reintroduces the setup described in
detail in the previous chapter as well as common ratio and common consequence effects.
Section 4.3 describes the experimental methods, including the design, procedures and
incentive mechanism. Results are presented in section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses implications of the results regarding the descriptive validity of different ambiguity models
and concludes.

4.2
4.2.1

Preliminaries and background
Framework and notations

The experiment is based on the method presented in chapter 3. This section summarizes
the most important features.
X denotes the set of outcomes and contains a worst element x∗ . L denotes the set
of simple lotteries over X. The state space is finite and denoted by S. An AnscombeAumann act is defined as f : S → L. The set of AA acts is denoted by F = LS . A
constant act, fQ , is an act that yields the same lottery Q ∈ L for all states of the world.
The set of constant acts is denoted by Fc . A degenerate act, fx , is an act that yields a
single deterministic outcome x ∈ X in all states. The set of degenerate acts is denoted
by Fd . Preferences over AA acts are denoted by .
Urns contain a known number of balls with possibly unknown colors. If an urn
contains balls with unknown color, we say that it is ambiguous and has several possible
compositions. A bet bU on an urn U yields a payoff xbcU ∈ X, if the DM draws a ball
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with the color c from urn U . Thus, for each possible composition of the urn, drawing
from the urn yields a lottery over payoffs in X. Associating compositions of the urn to
states of the world, we can establish an equivalence relation between bets on urns and
AA acts.1 Two urns U and V are mixed by adding all the balls from one urn to the
other urn. A bet on the mixed urn U + V is a mixture of a bet on U and a bet on V if
drawing any colored ball from the mixed urn yields the same payoff as drawing it from
either U or V .2 A mixture of two bets on urns is equivalent to a convex combinations
of two AA acts.3
Choosing a bet on urn U over a bet on urn V reveals a preference in terms of AA
acts: The act represented by the bet on U is preferred over the act represented by the
bet on V . Consequently, depending on the bets presented to the DM, the DM’s choices
can reveal violations of different independence assumptions.

4.2.2

Common ratio and common consequence effects

The main purpose of the experiment is to study and compare Allais-type common ratio
and common consequence effects under risk and under ambiguity. Common ratio effects
occur if a DM reverses her preferences between two acts or lotteries after dividing the
probabilities of all payoffs by a common factor and attributing the remaining probability
mass to the worst outcome.4 Common consequence effects occur if a DM reverses her
preferences between two acts or lotteries after replacing a common payoff by another
common payoff.5 Both effects are inherently incompatible with the AA independence
1 See

definition 1 in chapter 3.
definition 2 in chapter 3.
3 See proposition 1 in chapter 3.
4 If the objects of choice are AA acts, probabilities for all payoffs in all states are divided by a
common factor.
5 In case of AA acts, we call a common payoff a payoff that is obtained with equal probability in
both acts in all states.
2 See
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axiom. Common consequence effects are, however, compatible with Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini’s (2006) weak certainty independence axiom. Under risk, weak
certainty independence is equivalent to common consequence independence (Birnbaum
(1999)).

Axiom Weak certainty independence: For all f, g ∈ F , all h, k ∈ Fc , and all
α ∈ [0, 1], if αf + (1 − α)h  αg + (1 − α)h, then αf + (1 − α)k  αg + (1 − α)k.

Common ratio effects on the other hand, are compatible with Chateauneuf and
Faro’s (2009) worst independence axiom. Under risk, worst independence is equivalent
to zero independence (Safra and Segal (1998))6 .

Axiom Worst independence: For all f, g ∈ F , x∗ ∈ Fd yielding the worst outcome
in all states, and all α ∈ [0, 1], if f ∼ g, then αf + (1 − α)x∗ ∼ αg + (1 − α)x∗ .

By comparing systematic violations of independence due to common ratio effects and
due to common consequence effects, we can draw conclusions regarding the descriptive
validity of these weaker independence axioms.

6 Diecidue,

Schmidt, and Zank’s (2009) common ratio invariance for decumulative probability distributions axiom and Grant and Kajii’s (1998) downward scale invariance axiom are very similar. For a
brief description of all three axioms and how they relate to the homotheticity condition on preferences,
see Burghart, Epper, and Fehr (2015b).
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Figure 4.1: Urns used in the experiment: Urns A and B each contain one red ball and
one black ball. Urns C and D each contain two balls that could be either red or black.
Urn Y contains eight blue balls. Urn Z contains eight green balls.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental methods
Experimental design

All choice situations used in the experiment are designed using pairs of bets on two urns.
In order to compare decisions under risk to decisions under ambiguity, participants face
three different types of choice situations: For choices under pure risk, the contents of
both urns are known. For choices under ambiguity, both urns contain at least some balls
with unknown color. Lastly, for choices between a risky and an ambiguous alternative,
only the contents of one urn are fully revealed. The urns described below are depicted
in figure 4.1.
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Under risk
To test for common ratio and common consequence effects under risk, I use the four
urns A, B, Y and Z. Urn A and Urn B each contain exactly one red ball and one black
ball. Urn Y contains eight blue balls and Urn Z contains eight green balls. For all bets,
a red ball from urn A yields a payoff xbrA and a black ball from urn A yields a payoff
xbbA , with xbrA 6= xbbA . Similarly, for all bets, a red ball from urn B yields a payoff xbrB
and a black ball from urn B yields a payoff xbbB , with xbrB 6= xbbB . A green ball from urn
Z yields the best payoff in all bets while a blue ball from urn Y yields the worst payoff
in all bets. A bet on the mixed urn A + Y , for example, yields the payoffs xbrA , xbbA ,
and x∗ for a red, black and blue ball, respectively. The DM has to make the following
decisions:7
1. Draw a ball from urn A or draw a ball from urn B.
2. Draw a ball from urn A + Y or draw a ball from urn B + Y .
3. Draw a ball from urn A + Z or draw a ball from urn B + Z.
The bets on A, B, Y and Z are equivalent to four (unambiguous) AA acts a, b, y, z ∈ Fc .
The choices above are thus equivalent to the following choices:
1. Choose act a or act b.
2. Choose act 0.2a + 0.8y or act 0.2b + 0.8y.
3. Choose act 0.2a + 0.8z or act 0.2b + 0.8z.
We observe an Allais-type common ratio effect if a DM prefers to draw from A rather
than from B and prefers to draw from B + Y rather than from A + Y . In this case, there
7 By

urn.

choosing from which urn to draw, the DM chooses a bet on one urn over a bet on the other
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is a preference reversal when the two acts a and b are mixed with the degenerate act
y yielding the worst outcome in all states. We refer to the opposite preference pattern
as reverse common ratio effect. We observe an Allais-type common consequence effect
if a DM prefers to draw from A + Z rather than from B + Z and prefers to draw from
B + Y rather than from A + Y . In this case, there is a preference reversal when the act
z in the mixtures with a and b is replaced by the act y. Again, we refer to the opposite
pattern as reverse common consequence effect. A DM also violates AA independence if
she chooses to draw from A rather than from B and chooses to draw from B + Z rather
than from A+Z. We refer to violations of this type as upward scaling effects. Observing
such a preference pattern implies that there must be either a common ratio or a reverse
common consequence effect. The opposite preference pattern, a reverse upward scaling
effect, tells us that there must be either a reverse common ratio effect or a common
consequence effect. In this chapter, I am not primarily concerned with upward scaling
effects. Nonetheless, they will be recorded and briefly discussed in the results section.
Interestingly, Grant and Kajii (1998) introduce an axiom of upward scale invariance
that is incompatible with exactly this type of preference reversals under risk.8 The
three types of preference reversals are summarized in table 4.1.

Under ambiguity
I proceed very similarly to test for common ratio and common consequence effects under
ambiguity. Urns A and B are replaced by urns C and D. The urns Y and Z remain
the same. Urn C and Urn D each contain two balls that could be either red or black.
The urns have thus three possible compositions: two red balls, one red ball and one
black ball, or two black balls. Drawing a red or black ball from urn C yields the same
8 Roughly

speaking, upward scale invariance states that mixing two lotteries with the best outcome
does not change the DM’s preference over the lotteries.
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Choice pattern

CR effect

CC effect

US effect

A over B, B + Y over A + Y

Yes

-

-

B over A, A + Y over B + Y

Yes (Reverse)

-

-

A + Y over B + Y , B + Z over A + Z

-

Yes (Reverse)

-

B + Y over A + Y , A + Z over B + Z

-

Yes

-

A over B, B + Z over A + Z

-

-

Yes

B over A, A + Z over B + Z

-

-

Yes (Reverse)

Table 4.1: This table shows the choice pairs under risk observed in the experiment.
Columns 2-4 state whether observing the choice pair reveals a classical or reverse common ratio (CR), common consequence (CC), or upward scaling (US) effect.
payoff as drawing a red or black ball from urn A, i.e. xbrC = xbrA and xbbC = xbbA . For urn
D the payoffs for drawing a red or black ball are the same as for urn B, i.e. xbrD = xbrB
and xbbD = xbbB .
The DM has to make the following decisions:
1. Draw a ball from urn C or draw a ball from urn D.
2. Draw a ball from urn C + Y or draw a ball from urn D + Y .
3. Draw a ball from urn C + Z or draw a ball from urn D + Z.
The choice situations are exactly the same as under risk with the exception that the
compositions of urns C and D are unknown. Thus, for the common ratio and common
consequence effects, the same holds as under risk: We observe a common ratio effect
if a DM prefers to draw from C rather than from D and prefers to draw from D + Y
rather than from C + Y . Similarly, we observe a common consequence effect if a DM
prefers to draw from C + Z rather than from D + Z and prefers to draw from D + Y
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CR effect

CC effect

US effect

C over D, D + Y over C + Y

Yes

-

-

D over C, C + Y over D + Y

Yes (Reverse)

-

-

C + Y over D + Y , D + Z over C + Z

-

Yes (Reverse)

-

D + Y over C + Y , C + Z over D + Z

-

Yes

-

C over D, D + Z over C + Z

-

-

Yes

D over C, C + Z over D + Z

-

-

Yes (Reverse)

Table 4.2: This table shows the choice pairs under ambiguity observed in the experiment. Columns 2-4 state whether observing the choice pair reveals a classical or reverse
common ratio (CR), common consequence (CC), or upward scaling (US) effect.
rather than from C + Y . Preference reversals between the choices C or D and C + Z
or D + Z are again not of primary interest. The preference reversals under ambiguity
are summarized in table 4.2.
The fact that I explicitly mix urns C and D with urns Y and Z is important under
ambiguity. By doing so, I assure that the DMs’ beliefs regarding the number of red
and black balls in the mixed urns do not change compared to their beliefs regarding the
number of red and black balls in urns C and D. If instead of mixing urns, I introduced
new urns containing two unknown and eight blue (respectively green) balls, any reversal
in preferences could be attributed to the DMs’ beliefs that the number of red and black
balls in the new urns is different from the number of red and black balls in urns C and
D.

In a mixed setting
Lastly, in the mixed setting the four urns A, D, Y , and Z are used. We call the setting
mixed as in each choice situation, one alternative involving urn A is unambiguous while
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Choice pattern

CR effect

CC effect

US effect

A over D, D + Y over A + Y

Yes

-

-

D over A, A + Y over D + Y

Yes (Reverse)

-

-

A + Y over D + Y , D + Z over A + Z

-

Yes (Reverse)

-

D + Y over A + Y , A + Z over D + Z

-

Yes

-

A over D, D + Z over A + Z

-

-

Yes

D over A, A + Z over D + Z

-

-

Yes (Reverse)

Table 4.3: This table shows the choice pairs in the mixed setting observed in the
experiment. Columns 2-4 state whether observing the choice pair reveals a classical or
reverse common ratio (CR), common consequence (CC), or upward scaling (US) effect.
the other alternative involving urn D is ambiguous. Similar to before, the DM faces
the following decisions:

1. Draw a ball from urn A or draw a ball from urn D.
2. Draw a ball from urn A + Y or draw a ball from urn D + Y .
3. Draw a ball from urn A + Z or draw a ball from urn D + Z.

Just as under risk and under ambiguity, we observe a common ratio effect in the
mixed setting if a DM prefers to draw from A rather than from D and prefers to draw
from D + Y rather than from A + Y . We observe a common consequence effect in the
mixed setting if a DM prefers to draw from A + Z rather than from D + Z and prefers
to draw from D + Y rather than from A + Y . As before, preference reversals between
the choices A or D and A + Z or D + Z will not be discussed in detail. The preference
reversals in the mixed setting are summarized in table 4.3.
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Winning color
In the ambiguous or mixed setting, subjects could believe that the ambiguous urns are
constructed in an unfavorable way. In order to avoid such beliefs, subjects are allowed to
choose red or black as their winning color. If they choose red, payoffs for red are higher
than payoffs for black in all choice alternatives, i.e. xbrA > xbbA , xbrB > xbbB , xbrC > xbbC ,
xbrD > xbbD . If they choose black as their winning color, the opposite is the case. From
the information the subjects receive, they have no reason to believe that their winning
chances are higher for one color than for the other.

4.3.2

Experimental procedures

The experiment was conducted in three sessions in the ETH Zurich Decision Science
Laboratory on September 23rd and 30th 2016. 72 participants were recruited from the
joint subject pool of ETH Zurich and the University of Zurich. Among the participants,
63 were enrolled at university in various subjects. 51 participants were female and 41
participants stated to have at least some knowledge regarding probability theory or
statistics.
Each session took approximately 60 minutes. Subjects received written instructions
at their individual working stations. The instructions can be found in appendix A.
Before they could start the experiment, subjects had to correctly answer six questions
that tested their understanding of the task. One subject failed the test. The subject
in question received the show-up fee and did not participate in the actual experiment.
Subsequently, the remaining 71 subjects answered three more practice questions containing both risky and ambiguous choices. They then chose whether red or black would
be their winning color for the entire experiment. 42 subjects chose red as their winning
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color.9
The actual experiment consisted of 27 binary choice questions where subjects had
to indicate from which urn they would prefer to draw. Subjects were told that there are
no right or wrong answers. Indifference was not an option. Subjects had to make the
nine decisions (three under risk, three under ambiguity, and three in the mixed setting)
described in the previous section three times with different payoff levels for drawing
a red or black ball. Table 4.4 shows which payoffs were used for red and black balls.
The payoff for drawing a blue ball was always 2 CHF10 , while the payoff for drawing a
green ball was always 70 CHF. Table 4.7 in appendix C summarizes all questions used
in the experiment. The questions were presented in random order with the condition
that no two questions that only differed by being from the risky, ambiguous or mixed
setting (i.e. questions with identical payoffs where the only difference is wether the
composition of the urns is known or not) were asked subsequently. Since some of the
27 questions were very similar, twelve filler questions were added randomly and at
least after every third question. The composition of the urns and payoffs in the filler
questions was very different from the other questions. Their primary purpose was to
keep subjects focussed. In three of the filler questions, a bet on one urn first-order
stochastically dominated the bet on the other urn. (In all questions involving firstorder stochastic dominance (FOSD), both urns were unambiguous. Bets on the urns
were thus equivalent to simple lotteries over outcomes.) Another three filler questions
contained a certain, i.e. ambiguity and risk-free, option. Lastly, five questions from
the 27 questions of interest were repeated as control questions. In the 27 questions of
interest, the safer urn (i.e. the urn with a lower spread of payoffs) was always placed
9 This

share is not significantly different from one-half. Using a two-tailed Z-test, we cannot reject
the null hypothesis that red and black are chosen equally frequently at the 10% significance level.
10 At the time of the experiment, 1 CHF was approximately equal to 1 USD.
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on the left side of the screen. In the control questions the order was reversed. In the
twelve filler questions, the safer urn was always placed on the right side of the screen
with the exception of one question involving FOSD. The experiment was programmed
in z-Tree (Fischbacher (2007)). One screenshot from the experiment can be consulted
in appendix B. After answering all questions, subjects completed a short questionnaire
and were then paid individually a 20 CHF show-up fee and an additional payment
depending on one of their decisions ranging from 2 CHF to 70 CHF.

4.3.3

Incentive mechanism and payment procedure

Participants were incentivized using the prior incentive mechanism (PRINCE) introduced by Johnson et al. (2015). At the beginning of the experiment, each participant
picked a sealed envelope from a box containing 44 envelopes (one envelope for each
question). Participants were informed that at the end of the experiment, one of their
choices would be played out for real (i.e. they would draw a ball from one of the urns
they chose and would be payed according to their draw). The choice situation relevant
for payment would have been noted within the sealed envelope they picked. It was thus
determined prior to the experiment. In addition, I formulated the written instructions
and reminders on the screens in a way to frame “subjects’ answers [...] as instructions
to the experimenter about the real choice implemented at the end” (Johnsson at al.
(2015), p. 3).
The urns A, B, C, and D were set up visibly at the entry to the laboratory. For
the urns Y and Z as well as urns used for mixtures with A, B, C, and D in the filler
questions, green and blue balls were placed in two bowls next to the urns A, B, C,
and D. When the choice situation relevant for payment contained only urns A, B, C,
or D, the subject could directly draw from the urn she chose in that situation. When
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For winning color red
red ball

black ball

Urn A

32

29

Urn B

59

12

Urn C

32

29

Urn D

59

12

Urn A

36

33

Urn B

61

10

Urn C

36

33

Urn D

61

10

Urn A

40

37

Urn B

63

8

Urn C

40

37

Urn D

63

8

First set of payoffs (low)

Second set of payoffs (medium)

Third set of payoffs (high)

Table 4.4: The table shows the payoffs for drawing a red or black ball from urns A, B,
C, and D if red is the winning color. If black was the winning color, payoffs for red
and black would be reversed in all bets. There are three different payoff levels for the
nine choice situations presented in section 4.3.1.
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the choice situation involved mixed urns, a lab assistant would mix the two urns in
question before the subject could draw a ball from the mixed urn she chose. After the
draw, the lab assistant separated the urns again. Subjects who drew from an urn were
informed about the amount they won and directly proceeded to the payment office.

4.3.4

No deception

Participants did not receive false information and were not deceived at any point before, during, or after the experiment. While the exact composition of some urns was
not revealed to the participants, I committed to not construct or modify urns depending on the choices of participants. In addition, participants were told that at the end
of the experiment, they could inspect all urns and remaining envelopes. None of the
participant took up this offer.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Expectations prior to the experiment

First, I did not expect to find strong common ratio or common consequence effects
under risk. As described in the introduction, usually, incentivized experiments do not
reveal strong evidence for Allais-type violations of independence. In addition, I exclude
certainty effects and very small probabilities, thus further reducing the likelihood of
observing Allais-type violations. However, I expected common ratio effects to be observable under ambiguity and even more so in the mixed setting. Mixing a bet on an
ambiguous urn with a bet on an unambiguous urn reduces ambiguity. If the spread
between payoffs for red and black balls is larger in the bet on the ambiguous urn D
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than in the bet on the ambiguous urn C, we can consider the bet on C to be more
ambiguous than the bet on D. (Put differently, the closer the payoffs for red and black,
the less the composition of the urn matters. In the extreme case were a bet yields the
same payoff for red and black, the bet is unambiguous even though the composition
of the urn is unknown.) Consequently, the reduction in ambiguity by mixing with an
unambiguous bet is more important for the bet on urn D than for the bet on urn C.
This might then lead an ambiguity averse DM to choose the mixture with the bet on
D over the mixture with the bet on C, even though she chose the bet on C over the
bet on D. When comparing choices between a bet on the unambiguous urn A with a
low spread in payoffs for red and black and a bet on the ambiguous urn D with a high
spread in payoffs for red and black, this effect should be even stronger. As for common
consequence effects, I did not expect major differences between the risky, ambiguous
and mixed settings. Changing a common consequence does not reduce ambiguity as
mixing with an unambiguous urn does.

4.4.2

Main results

The main results are summarized in tables 4.5 and 4.6. I observe three choice pairs
that can reveal a common ratio effect, three choice pairs that can reveal a common
consequence effect, and three choice pairs that can reveal an upward scaling effect for
each participant and for each setting. First and foremost, I test if there are systematic
violations of independence due to a common ratio effect, a common consequence effect
or an upward scaling effect. Following Conlisk (1989) “the violations are systematic in
the sense that most of the violations are of [one11 ] [...] type rather than the [other12 ]
11 respectively
12 respectively

common ratio, common consequence or upward scaling
reverse common ratio, reverse common consequence or reverse upward scaling
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Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

118

30

34

31

0.37

Under ambig.

111

25

63

14

6.03∗∗∗

Under mix

134

13

45

21

3.01∗∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

101

35

48

29

2.18∗∗

Under ambig.

96

40

29

48

−2.18∗∗

Under mix

118

26

37

32

0.60

A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

104

35

48

26

2.59∗∗∗

Under ambig.

124

19

50

20

3.70∗∗∗

Under mix

136

20

43

14

3.97∗∗∗

Upward scale

Table 4.5: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with the
AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs that
violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect, a common consequence effect,
or upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate that according to Conlisk’s Z
test we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are purely random at the 10, 5,
and 1 % level, respectively.
[...] type.” (p. 393). To affirm this, I use the test statistic Z suggested by Conlisk. The
Z-values are also recorded in tables 4.5. and 4.6. Under the null-hypothesis, violations
of independence are due to symmetric random errors.
As seen in table 4.5, under risk, out of 213 pairwise choices in which a common ratio
effect is possible, 34 (16%) reveal an Allais-type common ratio effect, while 31 (15%)
indicate a reverse common ratio effect. We can thus not reject the null-hypothesis
that violations of independence in these choice pairs are due to symmetric, random
errors (Z = 0.37, p > 0.10). Similarly, out of 213 pairwise choices, 48 (23%) reveal a

Chapter 4
#choice pairs (common ratio)

76
63
60
45
40

34

31
21

20

14
risk

ambiguity
A;B + Y

mix

B;A + Y

Figure 4.2: Number of observed preference reversals due to a common ratio effect
(indicted by A, B + Y ) and due to a reverse common ratio effect (indicated by B, A + Y )
under risk, under ambiguity, and in the mixed setting.
common consequence effect and 29 (14%) a reverse common consequence effect. We
cannot reject the null-hypothesis that violations of independence are due to symmetric,
random errors at the 1% confidence level (Z = 2.18, 0.01 < p < 0.05). Looking at the
payoff levels separately (see table 4.6), we cannot find convincing evidence for violations
of independence due to a common ratio or a common consequence effect either. There
is some evidence for systematic preference reversals due to an upward scaling effect
(Z = 2.59, p < 0.01).13 Lastly, it should also be noted that a large share of subjects
chose the safe option in all cases. This suggests that the expected values of the safer
options were slightly too high compared to the expected values of the riskier options
given subjects’ risk preferences. This is also the case under ambiguity and in the mixed
setting.
13 Due

to limited space and since we are not primarily interested in this choice pattern, the results
for the individual payoff levels are not included in table 4.6. They can be found in appendix D instead.
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Under ambiguity, the total number of choice pairs incompatible with the AA independence axiom is similar to that under risk. At the same time, we observe that out
of 213 pairwise choices in which a common ratio effect is possible, 63 (30%) reveal an
Allais type common ratio effect. This is almost twice as many as under risk. Yet, only
14 (7%) choice pairs reveal a reverse common ratio effect; half as many as under risk.
Figure 4.2. illustrated the preference reversals in both directions under risk, ambiguity,
and in the mixed setting. Unlike under risk, we can clearly reject the null-hypothesis
that violations are due to symmetric random errors (Z = 6.03, p < 0.01). Violations
are systematic and in the sense of the classical Allais common ratio effect. This also
holds true for all three payoff levels separately (see table 4.6). Moreover, a Chi-squared
test clearly rejects the null-hypothesis that the distributions of the four choice patterns under risk and under ambiguity are equal (p < 0.01). Contrarily, we cannot find
evidence for systematic violations of independence due to an Allais-type common consequence effect. If anything, the data support a reverse common consequence effect
(i.e. more subjects chose the riskier alternative when the common consequence was low
and switched to the safer option when the common consequence was high than vice
versa (see table. 4.5)). The same observation can be made for the three payoff levels
separately (see table 4.6). Under ambiguity, we also observe systematic preference reversals when urns are mixed with the high yielding urn Z. The evidence for systematic
violations of independence is weaker than for mixtures with the low-yielding urn Y , but
we can reject the null-hypothesis at the 1% confidence level (Z = 3.70, p < 0.01). This is
not surprising. I expected a common ratio effect under ambiguity due to the reduction
in ambiguity following a mixture with an unambiguous urn. If true, the result should
be similar whether the unambiguous urn yields a high or low payoff.
The results for the mixed setting are surprisingly less clear-cut than the results for
the ambiguous setting. As expected, we find no evidence for systematic violations of
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independence due to a common consequence effect or a reverse common consequence
effect. The null hypothesis can be rejected neither for all three payoff levels jointly nor
for any of the payoff levels separately (see tables 4.5 and 4.6). Unlike under risk, we
find evidence for systematic violations of independence due to a common ratio effect
(Z = 3.01, p < 0.01). Yet, evidence for a common ratio effect is weaker than under
ambiguity. This is contrary to expectations. (I expected common ratio effects to be
most relevant in the mixed setting.) A reason for this might be that the riskier and
ambiguous urns were not attractive enough compared to the safer and unambiguous
urns. Thus, too many subjects chose the safer option in all cases.
Another interesting observation is that in the mixed setting more subjects chose
the safer option than in questions with two ambiguous urns or two unambiguous urns.
This hints at ambiguity averse behavior. However, the experiment is not suited to (and
has not been designed to) actually test for ambiguity averse behavior. Rather than
being ambiguity averse, subjects could simply have believed that their previously chosen winning color was less likely to be drawn from the ambiguous urn than from the
unambiguous urn.

4.4.3

First-order stochastic dominance and choice consistency

Three filler questions involved bets on unambiguous urns where one bet first-order
stochastically dominated the other bet. (Whenever the urns are unambiguous, bets
on the urns are equivalent to simple lotteries. A lottery with cumulative distribution
function L1 dominates another lottery with cumulative distribution function L2 in the
sense of FOSD if and only if L1 (x) ≤ L2 (x) for all payoffs x.) Two subjects violated
FOSD under risk in one of the three questions. Excluding the two subjects from the
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(a) Low payoffs

Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

28

15

11

17

-1.14

Under ambig.

25

10

29

7

4.04∗∗∗

Under mix

38

5

19

9

1.93∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

24

11

21

15

1.00

Under ambig.

20

21

12

18

-1.10

Under mix

34

11

13

13

0

(b) Medium payoffs
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

36

12

14

9

1.04

Under ambig.

39

10

18

4

3.17∗∗∗

Under mix

42

5

17

7

2.09∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

29

19

16

7

1.91∗∗

Under ambig.

31

13

12

15

-0.57

Under mix

35

10

14

12

0.39

(c) High payoffs
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

54

3

9

5

1.07

Under ambig.

47

5

16

3

3.17∗∗∗

Under mix

54

3

9

5

1.07

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

48

5

11

7

0.94

Under ambig.

45

6

5

15

−2.30∗∗

Under mix

49

5

10

7

0.73

Table 4.6: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with
the AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs
that violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect or a common consequence
effect. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate that according to Conlisk’s Z test we can
reject the null hypothesis that violations are purely random at the 10, 5, and 1 % level,
respectively.
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analysis does not change the results significantly.
Each subject completed five control questions that were selected randomly. We
thus have answers for a total of 355 control questions. In 271 (76%) of these, subjects
chose the same urn as they had the first time. Excluding the two subjects that violated FOSD and the six subjects that reversed their choices in more than two control
questions, consistency increases to over 80%. Overall, consistency is relatively high
compared to other experiments. Brooks and Zank (2005), for example, cite consistency
rates from 67% (Wakker, Erev, and Weber (1994)) to 75% (Hey and Orme (1994)) in
similar experiments.14 Part of the choice reversals in the control questions could be
a result of indifference between both choices. (Subjects were not allowed to express
indifference). We might expect that indifference plays a particularly important role for
choices between mixed urns with eight identical balls. Yet, this is not the case. Out of
142 control question involving such urns, 117 (81.3%) were consistent with the initial
choices.
Results obtained after exclusion of subjects who violated FOSD and subjects who
answered inconsistently more than two (one) of the control questions are summarized
in table 4.9 (table 4.10) in appendix E. Results are very similar to results observed for
the whole sample.

4.4.4

Subsamples

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 in appendix E summarize the results for female participants and
for participant who stated to have some or significant knowledge of probability theory or
statistics. The results regarding violations of independence do not change significantly
for these subgroups. We merely observe that women chose the riskier option slightly
14 The

numbers should be taken as a mere indication that it is common to find consistency rates
below 80%. Since tasks differ across the experiments, comparisons should be made only very carefully.
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less often than men. Using a simple Z-test to compare two proportions, the difference is
significant at the 5% level (Z = −2.06, p < 0.05)15 . Moreover, subjects who stated that
they had none or little knowledge about probability theory or statistics made riskier
choices less frequently than those who indicated some or significant knowledge. The
difference is significant (Z = −4.10, p < 0.01).

4.5

Discussion

Looking at the overall frequency of violations of AA independence, we cannot find
significant differences between choices under risk and under ambiguity. Yet, we have
strong evidence that violations of independence due to a common ratio effect are systematic under ambiguity, but not under risk. These systematic violations suggest that,
in the presence of ambiguity, common ratio effects matter even in absence of certainty
effects and very small payoff probabilities.
In the theoretical literature on choice under ambiguity, common ratio and common
consequence effects are not of primary interests. It is thus not surprising that many
ambiguity models cannot explain Allais-type behavior. Gilboa and Schmeidler’s (1989)
maxmin expected utility model, for instance, is incompatible with both common ratio
and common consequence effects. It can thus not explain the systematic preference
reversals we observe under ambiguity. Similarly, Chateauneuf and Faro’s (2009) confidence function preferences, which allow for common consequence effects but not for
common ratio effects, cannot accommodate our findings. Maccheroni, Marinacci, and
Rustichini’s (2006) variational preference model, on the other hand, is compatible with
common ratio effects but not with common consequence effects. It can thus explain the
15 All

questions including the control questions and excluding the three FOSD questions were taken
into consideration for this comparison.
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systematic violations of independence observed in the experiment. As the compatibility
of preferences with common ratio and common consequence effects depends primarily
on the independence axiom, we can say the following: Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini’s weak certainty independence axiom describes the preferences revealed in the
experiment more accurately than Chateauneuf and Faro’s worst independence axiom.
This observation should not be generalized carelessly, however. For instance, as the experiment by Trautmann and Wakker (2015) shows, weak certainty independence likely
fails to describe preferences accurately if positive and negative payoffs are involved.
Under risk, we have no clear evidence that either common consequence invariance or
zero independence describes preferences more accurately. Lastly, the fact that we find
strong evidence for systematic violations of independence under ambiguity but much
less so under risk supports the assumption that preferences over risky alternatives can
be described by an EU function, while preferences over ambiguous alternatives call for
a different model.
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Instructions for the experiment
Welcome to this economic experiment. Before you start, it is very important that you
read the following instructions carefully.
Upon entering the lab, you have selected a sealed envelope. Do NOT open the envelope
before or during the experiment! (If you do, you will be excluded from the experiment
and receive no payment except the show-up fee.)
General information
• If you have any questions or technical difficulties prior or during the experiment,
please raise your hand. A staff member will come to your working station.
• During the experiment, you are not allowed to communicate with other
participants.
• All decisions are taken anonymously.
• You will receive a 20 CHF show-up fee and an additional payment that depends
on one of your decisions in the experiment.
• Before the experiment starts, you will complete a set of practice questions to
acquaint yourself with the task.
• You have enough time to answer all questions carefully.
The experiment
At the entry to the laboratory, four urns, A, B, C, and D have been set up. Urn A and
Urn B each contain 1 red ball and 1 black ball. Urns C and D each contain two balls
that are either red or black (i.e. there could be 0, 1, or 2 red balls and 2, 1 or 0 black
balls, respectively.) Urns C and D could be identical but do not have to be. At the end of
the experiment, you are allowed to inspect all four urns.

?

Urn A

Urn B

Urn C

Urn D

?

?

?

In some questions, additional balls that are neither black nor red are placed in the urns.
Example: Urn A with 1 additional green ball

In each question, you will see two of the urns described above and an amount of money
that you can win by drawing a specific color from one of the two urns. Your task is to
tell the experimenter from which of the two urns you want to draw one ball. There
are no right or wrong answers. Only your preferences matter.
Before you choose between urns, you can decide if red or black should be your
winning color throughout the experiment. When there are different payoffs for red
and black, you will receive the higher payoffs for your winning color. (This will be
clarified in the example below.) The payoff amounts, number and color of the balls
added is not otherwise influenced by the choice of your winning color. Moreover, no
further red or black balls are added to the urns in any of the questions, no matter your
choice.
Below is an example of a question in the experiment. In Example 1, one green ball has
been added to both, urn C and urn A. You have to choose whether you want to draw one
ball from urn C or one ball from urn A. Suppose your winning color is red and the other
color is black. Consequently, if you decide to draw from urn C, you will receive 20 CHF if
the ball you draw is red and 10 CHF if it is green or black. If you decide to draw from urn
A, you will receive 25 CHF if the ball is red, 15 CHF if it is green, and 10 CHF if it is black.
If your winning color is black and the other color is red, the payoffs for red and black are
reversed: If you decide to draw from urn C, you will receive 20 CHF if the ball you draw
is black and 10 CHF if it is green or red. If you decide to draw from urn A, you will
receive 25 CHF if the ball is black, 15 CHF if it is green and 10 CHF if it is black.

Example 1

Payment depending on your decisions
At the end of the experiment, you will receive a 20 CHF show-up fee and an additional
payment that depends on one of your decisions.
The envelope that you have picked upon entering the lab contains the number of
one question from the experiment. At the end of the experiment, you will go to the
entry of the lab, where urns A, B, C and D have been set up. There, upon instruction, you
will open the envelope and show the experimenter which question is played out for real.
If the question requires placing additional balls in either urn A, B, C or D, the
experimenter will do so. You will then draw a ball from the urn that you have chosen
in this question and be paid according to the color you draw.
There is exactly one envelope for each question. You can inspect all envelopes and urns
after the experiment.
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Urn A

Urn B

1

(32,0.5;29,0.5)

(59,0.5;12,0.5)

2

(36,0.5;33,0.5)

(61,0.5;10,0.5)

3

(40,0.5;37,0.5)

(63,0.5;8,0.5)

Urn C

Urn D

4

(32,{0,0.5,1};29,{0,0.5,1})

(59,{0,0.5,1};12,{0,0.5,1})

5

(36,{0,0.5,1};33,{0,0.5,1})

(61,{0,0.5,1};10,{0,0.5,1})

6

(40,{0,0.5,1};37,{0,0.5,1})

(63,{0,0.5,1};8,{0,0.5,1})

Urn A

Urn D

7

(32,0.5;29,0.5)

(59,{0,0.5,1};12,{0,0.5,1})

8

(36,0.5;33,0.5)

(61,{0,0.5,1};10,{0,0.5,1})

9

(36,0.5;33,0.5)

(63,{0,0.5,1};8,{0,0.5,1})

Urn A+Z

Urn B+Z

10

(70,0.8; 32,0.1;29,0.1)

(70,0.8; 59,0.1;12,0.1)

11

(70,0.8; 36,0.1;33,0.1)

(70,0.8; 61,0.1;10,0.1)

12

(70,0.8; 40,0.1;37,0.1)

(70,0.8; 63,0.1;8,0.1)

Urn C+Z

Urn D+Z

13

(70,0.8;32,{0,0.1,0.2};29,{0,0.1,0.2})

(70,0.8;59,{0,0.1,0.2};12,{0,0.1,0.2})

14

(70,0.8;36,{0,0.1,0.2};33,{0,0.1,0.2})

(70,0.8;61,{0,0.1,0.2};10,{0,0.1,0.2})

15

(70,0.8;40,{0,0.1,0.2};37,{0,0.1,0.2})

(70,0.8;63,{0,0.1,0.2};8,{0,0.1,0.2})

Urn A+Z

Urn D+Z

16

(70,0.8; 32,0.1;29,0.1)

(70,0.8;59,{0,0.1,0.2};12,{0,0.1,0.2})

17

(70,0.8; 36,0.1;33,0.1)

(70,0.8;61,{0,0.1,0.2};10,{0,0.1,0.2})

18

(70,0.8; 40,0.1;37,0.1)

(70,0.8;63,{0,0.1,0.2};8,{0,0.1,0.2})

Urn A+Y

Urn B+Y

19

(2,0.8; 32,0.1;29,0.1)

(2,0.8; 59,0.1;12,0.1)

20

(2,0.8; 36,0.1;33,0.1)

(2,0.8; 61,0.1;10,0.1)

21

(2,0.8; 40,0.1;37,0.1)

(2,0.8; 63,0.1;8,0.1)

Urn C+Y

Urn D+Y

22

(2,0.8;32,{0,0.1,0.2};29,{0,0.1,0.2})

(2,0.8;59,{0,0.1,0.2};12,{0,0.1,0.2})

23

(2,0.8;36,{0,0.1,0.2};33,{0,0.1,0.2})

(2,0.8;61,{0,0.1,0.2};10,{0,0.1,0.2})

24

(2,0.8;40,{0,0.1,0.2};37,{0,0.1,0.2})

(2,0.8;63,{0,0.1,0.2};8,{0,0.1,0.2})

Urn A+Y

Urn D+Y

25

(2,0.8; 32,0.1;29,0.1)

(2,0.8;59,{0,0.1,0.2};12,{0,0.1,0.2})

26

(2,0.8; 36,0.1;33,0.1)

(2,0.8;61,{0,0.1,0.2};10,{0,0.1,0.2})

27

(2,0.8; 40,0.1;37,0.1)

(2,0.8;63,{0,0.1,0.2};8,{0,0.1,0.2})

Table 4.7: List of binary choices in the experiment.
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Appendix D: Upward scaling effects for three payoff levels
(a) Low payoffs

Upward scaling A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

26

19

13

13

0.00

Under ambig.

28

7

26

10

2.79∗∗∗

Under mix

43

10

14

4

2.44∗∗

(b) Medium payoffs

Upward scaling A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

29

14

21

7

2.77∗∗∗

Under ambig.

41

9

16

5

2.49∗∗

Under mix

42

7

17

5

2.67∗∗∗

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

(c) High payoffs

Upward scaling A,A + Z
Under risk

49

2

14

6

1.82∗

Under ambig.

55

3

8

5

0.83

Under mix

51

3

12

5

1.72∗

Table 4.8: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with the
AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs that
violate AA independence due to upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate
that according to Conlisk’s Z test we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are
purely random at the 10, 5, and 1 % level, respectively.
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Appendix E: Results for different subgroups
For subjects without violations of FOSD and with at most one inconsistent
choice:
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

84

16

18

11

1.30

Under ambig.

76

13

35

5

5.20∗∗∗

Under mix

89

5

25

10

2.59∗∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

73

22

22

12

1.73∗

Under ambig.

63

21

18

27

-1.35

Under mix

80

14

19

16

0.51

A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

72

14

30

13

2.65∗∗∗

Under ambig.

83

11

28

7

3.72∗∗∗

Under mix

90

9

24

6

3.42∗∗∗

Upward scale

Table 4.9: For subjects without violations of FOSD and with at most one inconsistent
choice: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with the
AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs that
violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect, a common consequence effect,
or upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate that according to Conlisk’s Z
test we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are purely random at the 10, 5,
and 1 % level, respectively.
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For subjects without violations of FOSD and with at most two inconsistent
choices:
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

112

26

29

25

0.54

Under ambig.

103

20

56

13

5.57∗∗∗

Under mix

123

10

39

20

2.51∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

97

31

40

24

2.02∗∗

Under ambig.

90

31

26

45

−2.28∗∗

Under mix

111

20

32

29

0.38

A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

98

28

43

23

2.50∗∗

Under ambig.

117

15

42

18

3.17∗∗∗

Under mix

127

17

35

13

3.25∗∗∗

Upward scale

Table 4.10: For subjects without violations of FOSD and with at most two inconsistent
choices: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with the
AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs that
violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect, a common consequence effect,
or upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate that according to Conlisk’s Z
test we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are purely random at the 10, 5,
and 1 % level, respectively.
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For female participants:
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

79

23

24

24

0.00

Under ambig.

80

17

41

12

4.20∗∗∗

Under mix

101

9

28

12

2.58∗∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

69

25

34

22

1.61

Under ambig.

72

29

20

29

-1.29

Under mix

85

15

28

22

0.85

A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

72

28

31

19

1.71∗

Under ambig.

87

15

34

14

2.96∗∗∗

Under mix

99

13

30

8

3.72∗∗∗

Upward scale

Table 4.11: For female participants: Columns two and three state the number of choice
pairs compatible with the AA independence axiom. Columns four and five state the
number of choice pairs that violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect, a
common consequence effect, or upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate
that according to Conlisk’s Z test we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are
purely random at the 10, 5, and 1 % level, respectively.
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For subjects with at least some knowledge of probability theory or statistics:
Com. ratio

A,A + Y

B,B + Y

A,B + Y

B,A + Y

Conl.-Z

Under risk

82

11

18

12

1.10

Under ambig.

71

11

36

5

5.36∗∗∗

Under mix

80

7

26

10

2.74∗∗∗

Com. cons.

A + Y ,A + Z

B + Y ,B + Z

A + Y ,B + Z

B + Y ,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

69

14

25

15

1.60

Under ambig.

60

18

16

29

−1.96∗∗

Under mix

74

19

16

14

0.36

A,A + Z

B,B + Z

A,B + Z

B,A + Z

Conl.-Z

Under risk

73

12

27

11

2.66∗∗∗

Under ambig.

80

7

27

9

3.10∗∗∗

Under mix

83

12

23

5

3.56∗∗∗

Upward scale

Table 4.12: For subjects with at least some knowledge of probability theory or statistics: Columns two and three state the number of choice pairs compatible with the AA
independence axiom. Columns four and five state the number of choice pairs that violate AA independence due to a common ratio effect, a common consequence effect, or
upward scaling. In column six, ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate that according to Conlisk’s Z test
we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are purely random at the 10, 5, and 1
% level, respectively.
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